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“PCIAW® is the first and only worldwide organization developed
to represent the global companies of the professional clothing
industry,” states PCIAW® CEO and founder, Yvette Ashby.
“We encompass the entire supply chain from buyers, suppliers,
manufacturers and distributors and understand that our buyers
and procurement managers sit at the heart of our industry.
Milliken’s recent membership of the PCIAW® is set to strengthen
the PCIAW®’s international presence. Their support as sponsors
of our 2020 PCIAW® Summit and Awards will be beneficial not
only to other members, but to the industry as a whole, and we are
thrilled to add their extensive knowledge and innovation to our
collective work.”
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Paul Castelli, International Sales Director, Milliken & Company

Milliken Joins Professional Clothing
Industry Association Worldwide,
Sponsors Global Summit
The 2020 PCIAW® Summit and Awards will
be in partnership with Milliken & Company.
As a global leader in performance and protective textiles,
Milliken is pleased to expand its industry engagement
by joining the Professional Clothing Industry Association
Worldwide (PCIAW®), an association created to strengthen
the influence of the clothing industry through collaborative
leadership and strategic advocacy. Milliken boasts a diverse
textiles portfolio, including a range of apparel fabrics that
serve various industries like workwear, protective, military and
outdoor markets.
The 2020 PCIAW® Summit and Awards, to be held in London,
will be in partnership with Milliken & Company. The event
brings together industry professionals from around the
world in corporate wear, workwear and personal protective
equipment (PPE) to address emerging industry topics and
current affairs. With the U.S. serving as the host country,
Milliken will help to preside over one of the largest gatherings
of global apparel executives and influencers, and further
industry collaboration.
“Aligning with PCIAW® is a natural extension for Milliken,”
commented Jeff Morris, senior vice president of Milliken’s
Uniform and Protective Textiles business. “Our reach spans
the globe as we provide the apparel industry with a broad
range of innovative textiles built on our legacy of quality and
expertise. We look forward to connecting and collaborating
with the global industry through PCIAW®.”
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Driven by award-winning research and design capabilities,
Milliken’s global textile portfolio includes leading brands like
the respected Westex by Milliken flame resistant fabrics and
the recently acquired Polartec business, among other superior
fabrics for protective, workwear, fire service, military, retail
and outdoor apparel. Milliken’s R&D capabilities uniquely
positions them to collaborate with customers to solve their
complex textile needs, and more than 154 years of textile
knowledge underpins its reputation as one of the most
cutting-edge fabric manufacturers. In addition, Milliken textiles
incorporate intentional sustainability measures, including
responsible resource management and landfill diversion, to
create responsible textiles that help create a positive impact
on the world.

Jerry Moris and Paul Castelli, Milliken & Company at the 2019 PCAs
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THE VOICE OF
OUR INDUSTRY

Welcome
The word busy barely seems to sum up how hectic it was
in our office at PCIAW®VOICE leading up to the PCIAW®
Summit and Professional Clothing Awards.

As you will find in the new magazine, we’ve got articles on the
Summit, the PCA and on the winners of some of the biggest
prizes. You can read all about it from page ten onwards.

Seldom has so much typing been done, so many e-mails written
and replied to and so many phone calls been made by such a
small team in such a short space of time. I’m also convinced
that our CEO, Yvette Ashby, had her phone welded to her hand
and her earpiece hammered into her ear, she was on the phone
so often leading up to the events.

Naturally, the Summit and PCA take up the bulk of the content
in this issue but we’ve also got our regular features and some
fascinating pieces from Summit guests and from those who
were at the two events, including overviews of both events by
PCIAW® Chairman John Miln, by the team from Carrington and
from Sugdens who celebrated their 150 years in the business
with a huge birthday cake (that we were all lucky enough to get
a piece of) and the kind gift of lots of teddy bears.

The logistics involved in organising two such huge events can
sometimes be daunting. Sorting out seating plans and ensuring
everyone has the correct food served to them (allergies can be
deadly!). Working out scripts and timings. Ensuring that all the
goodie bags are filled. Those are just some of the tasks that
needed attending to. These might seem like small matters, but,
in order for the whole show to run smoothly, even the tiniest
details have to be addressed. One of the small, but crucial,
details was the badges for us and delegates and we must say a
huge thank you to PDC BIG for supplying those.
Another big thank you to Clubclass who supplied us with our
suits (yes, they were the main reason we looked so good).
Fortunately, the Summit and the PCA were a roaring success
so the team must have done something right. You would think
that everyone just relaxes when it’s all over but no, planning has
already begun for next year’s events. There truly is no rest for
the wicked it would seem. All efforts now concentrate on the
A+A exhibition in Dusseldorf which we will be attending and
where we will be distributing issues of the magazine. As the
media partner for A+A this is very important for both us and
the industry as a whole.

Shaun
Hutson
Editor

Continuing with our quest to publicise and support women
in the Professional Clothing Industry we have an article on
the Strong Women of the Professional Clothing Industry. Any
feedback from you, our readers, on this article or on any other
part of the magazine is always greatly appreciated. We are
always keen to hear any feedback from our readers. This is
YOUR magazine. If there’s anything you think we should be
writing about or reporting on, then let us know. We’re always
glad to hear from you.
Putting this magazine together, like most activities, is a team
effort. However, unlike the prize winners at the PCA, we don’t
get trophies for our efforts. What we do get is the satisfaction
of knowing that everything ran smoothly and that our events
held in 2020 will be held incorporating the feedback and
critiques offered to us by our attendees. We have huge plans
for 2020 and you’re not going to want to miss it.
We’ll see you there.
Leah Westcott Graham and Shaun Hutson – The editorial team.

Leah
Westcott
Graham
Editor

T: +44 (0)1908 411 415
E: shaun@pciaw.org
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PCIAW® at A+A
The International Trade Fair in Dusseldorf from
November 5th – 8th is one of the biggest events
of the year and we will be there.
Come and see us. Talk to us. We’ll be giving out
copies of our magazine, PCIAW®VOICE, so come
and get a copy and see how it, and we, can help
your business.
Book your ad now for the next issue of PCIAW®
VOICE magazine which will be distributed there.
For more information contact leah@pciaw.org,
sophie@pciaw.org or shaun@pciaw.org
Or call +44 (0)1908 411 415.
See you in November.
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Intertextile Home Textiles
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International Home Textile and
Accessories
https://intertextile-shanghaihometextiles-autumn.hk.messefrankfurt.
com/shanghai/en.html
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Textech International Expo
Sept. 4, 2019 - Sept. 7, 2019
Dhaka, Bangladesh
International Exhibition for the Garment
& Textile World of Bangladesh
bd.cems-textech.com
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Front cover:
Milliken & Company is proud to be
the parter of the 2020 PCIAW ® Summit
and Awards. Read about Milliken &
Company on pages 38-39.

DTV Annual Conference
Sept. 13, 2019 - Sept. 15, 2019
Hamburg, DE
www.textile-services.eu/events
TCT Show
Sept. 24, 2019 - Sept. 26, 2019
Birmingham, UK
www.tctshow.com/tctshow
Magda Brzegowy, Rapid News
Publications Ltd
Tel: +44 (1244) 680222.
magda@rapidnews.com

Research, Innovation & Science for
Engineered Fabrics (RISE)
Sept. 24, 2019 - Sept. 25, 2019
Raleigh, NC, USA
www.riseconf.net
Tracie Leatham, Association of the
Nonwoven Fabrics Industry (INDA)
Tel: +1 (919) 459-3726.
tleatham@inda.org
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MOD’TISSIMO
October 2, 2019 - October 3, 2019
Porto, Portugal
Exhibition of Fabrics and Accessories
for Clothing
www.modtissimo.com

November 2019
A+A Trade Fair
Nov. 5, 2019 - Nov. 8, 2019
Düsseldorf, Germany
www.aplusa-online.com
Strong growth, greater
internationalism, specialist visitors
from top industrial sectors, increasing
exhibitor and visitor figures – A+A
2019 will once again be the largest
international trade forum for safety,
security and health at work.
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ProtecWork From Snickers Workwear
Protective working clothes and accessories designed and certified against the
most exacting PPE Standards
This new range of advanced Protective

The Hultafors Group PPE portfolio, which

Wear for heat and flame, electrostatic,

includes Snickers Workwear, Solid Gear

mechanical and chemical risk environments

Footwear and Hellberg Safety is supported

is fully EN-accredited. It’s complimented by

by a profiling and fitting service for a wide

the new specialist equipment from Hellberg

range of corporate requirements and risk

Safety which includes hearing and face

environments. Find out more about the fully

protection products plus communication

accredited PPE range by calling the Helpline

solutions for personal safety on site.

on 01484 854788.

#InventingWorkwear
The Hultafors Group UK PPE Portfolio:

www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

www.solidgearfootwear.com

Hultafors Group UK Limited

www.hellbergsafety.com

Unit N3 Gate 4 | Meltham Mills Industrial Estate | Meltham | Holmfirth | HD9 4DS
Tel: 01484 854488 | Fax: 01484 854733
Email: sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk
Web: www.hultaforsgroup.co.uk

Services
Iconic design by
Vivienne Westwood,
Incorporatewear for
Virgin Atlantic

PCIAW,®
Uniform Buyers Network
The PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network
has been developed by the buyers, for
the buyers and run by the buyers.

and soul of our industry and the PCIAW®
strives to create as many business
opportunities as possible to provide a safe
environment for education and networking.
As well as the forums and webinars that
will be taking place throughout the year,
the PCIAW® Summit 2020 will also be
holding ‘break out’ rooms so buyers can
feel free to interact with suppliers.

The Network will be holding a series of
networking events throughout the year.
PCIAW® have invited over 200 buyers
across the sector to take part and help
to grow this unique and innovative
group. We will be holding four events
throughout the year with the buyers
through webinars and seminars. The
results of these networking events
will be published in the PCIAW®VOICE
magazine, on the website and will be
shared to the industry as a whole, along
with the exclusive information offered at
each event.

New buyers are coming into our industry
every day facing the problems of the
tender process and many will not
understand its complexities.
Jermyn Street
Design for
Eurostar

These events will cover all aspects of
the entire professional clothing industry,
including workwear, corporatewear, PPE,
footwear and accessories.
This will be a closed shop gathering,
in which only buyers will be invited to
take part and debate on issues such
as legislation, tenders, sustainability,
costing, sizing and how Brexit will affect
our industry and much more.
Each buyer will be given a unique
password to log on to the PCIAW®
Uniform Buyers’ Network.
Our buyers, business managers and
procurement managers are the heart
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As part of our drive to give back to the
buyers, we are also offering every buyer
who uploads their tender to www.pciaw.
org a free copy of the first ever, beautifully
illustrated, 104 page Buyers’ Guide,
written in collaboration with Charles
Conway. Charles has had over thirty
years’ experience working with some of
the most experienced buyers within our
industry. The Buyers’ Guide is designed to
offer easy-to-use, practical solutions to
difficulties in the tender process for both
buyers and suppliers.
To register your interest and find out
more information about the

Tailored Image
for Clayton
Hotels
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The first complete
104-page buyers’
guide, detailing every
aspect of the tender
process

Services

,
Buyers
Guide
UNIFORM
AND PPE
MANAGEMENT
Iconic
design by
Vivienne

SPECIAL
OFFER:
Westwood
The first for
25Virgin
buyers
Atlantic
to upload
their
tender to pciaw.org
will receive a
FREE copy

By Charles
Conway
Senior Associate, CCAS
ForewordForeword
by Yvetteby
Ashby
Yvette Ashby

Front cover by
Clubclass

,
PCIAW Buyers Guide
®

Invaluable and long overdue

Don’t miss out

The first complete 104-page Buyers’
Guide, detailing every aspect of the
tender process.

The first 25 buyers to upload their
tender to will receive a FREE copy.
To upload your tender go to
www.pciaw.org or contact
E: leah@pciaw.org
T: +44 (0)1908 411415

Written by Charles Conway, from
the Corporate Clothing Advisory
Service, a man with over thirty years’
experience in the professional clothing
industry.

Buyers’ Guide Pricing:
Digital: £199.00
Hard copy: £249.00

An essential piece of work
The first guide on the total
management of uniform and personal
protective clothing (PPE). A reference
book that all buyers will cherish.

For more details on how to buy
a copy, visit www.pciaw.org/
publications/buyers-guide
or call +44 (0)1908 411415.

Tailored Image for Titanic

Some of the clients that Charles Conway has worked with include:

Government Departments:
Department of Communities & Local
Government

Police, Fire and Ambulance:
London Fire Brigade

William Hill
British Airways

Firebuy, Integrated Clothing Project

McDonalds Restaurants Ltd

Metropolitan Police

Universities & NHS

Virgin Trains

Banks / other major companies:

Nottingham NHS Trust

Eurostar Group

Natwest/RBS

Manchester Metropolitan University

Ulster Bus & Rail (Translink)

Lloyds/HBOS

Birmingham University

Transport:
Transport for London (TFL)
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We Are Listening to
Your Voice
The predominant focus of this issue of PCIAW®VOICE rests
on our inaugural PCIAW® Summit and spectacular 10th
anniversary of the Professional Clothing Awards.

3. Why did you attend today’s Summit?

The heart of the PCIAW® rests with its members. This was the
driving force behind our Summit; to bring together industry
experts with exclusive news and information on the key topics for
the benefit of our attendees.

4. Is London the right place to hold the annual Summit?

Similarly, our 10th anniversary of the Professional Clothing Awards
highlighted the outstanding innovation and hard-work that goes
into our industry.
Both events were organised with our membership in mind. We
were delighted by the number of people that attended, and even
more so by the kind and plentiful congratulations that were sent to
us on the days following.

Many attended for more information on the PCIAW®, the exclusive
advice offered by the speakers and the networking opportunities.

Birmingham and Manchester were mentioned by a few, but the
overwhelming consensus was London.
5. If you could change anything about the Summit what would
it be?
We learnt that attendees wished for more expansive networking
opportunities and will be taking this into consideration when
planning our next Summit.

Our work, however, is not done. The PCIAW® is your organisation
and as such, strives to listen and engage with its members as
much as possible. To that end, we created a brief questionnaire for
our attendees to fill out.
We have summarised the answers we received from attendees
to demonstrate that not only are we listening, we’re constantly
guided by you and your voice.

PCIAW® VOICE

PCIAW® Questionnaire

6. What do you hope to read within PCIAW®VOICE?

PCIAW® Summit

More industry news, news regarding the industry from across the
globe and new developments and innovations.

1. Is an annual Summit frequent enough or too often?
The consensus was that an annual Summit was frequent enough.
2. What topics would you like to see covered for the PCIAW®
Summit in 2020?
The topics repeatedly mentioned were sustainability, CSR,
legislation, hearing from Buyers in the industry and from more
international speakers from outside of Europe and America.
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7. Would you consider contributing to PCIAW®VOICE?
We were delighted to receive a huge amount of yeses.
8. How would you prefer to read the magazine?
There was a mixed response between hard copy or both the hard
copy and the online. More people responded with the desire for
hard copy only.
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,
PCIAW Uniform Buyers Network
®

PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network will be holding a series of

As well as the forums and webinars that will be taking place

networking events, developed by the Buyers, for the Buyers

throughout the year, the PCIAW® Summit 2020 will also be holding

and run by the Buyers.

break out rooms for Buyers, to establish further opportunities

It will cover all aspects of the Professional Clothing industry,
including workwear, corporatewear, PPE and accessories.
This will be a closed shop gathering, in which only Buyers will
be invited to take part and debate on issues such as legislation,
tenders, sustainability, costing and how Brexit will affect our
industry.

designed specifically with them in mind.
The results of these networking events will be posted onto the
PCIAW®VOICE magazine and website, along with the exclusive
information offered at each event. Each Buyer will be given a
password to log on to PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network. As part
of our drive to give back to the Buyers, we are also offering every
buyer who uploads their tender to www.pciaw.org a free copy of

Our Buyers are the heart and soul of our industry and the

the first ever 104 page Buyers’ Guide designed to offer easy-to-

PCIAW® strives to create as many business opportunities as

use, practical solutions to difficulties in the tender process for

possible to provide education and networking.

both Buyers and Suppliers.

11. Would you be interested in an exhibition?
Our attendees were interested in an exhibition but as a larger part
of a PCIAW® Summit networking opportunity.

Professional Clothing Industry
Association Worldwide
9. Would you rather pay for membership yearly or half-yearly?
More were in favour of half-yearly and we will be happy to execute
this for our members.

Showcasing Opportunities
We will be offering companies the chance to showcase their
products to Buyers at the networking event. Included in the
pricing, you will receive:
1) 6x3ft table; two chairs; a magazine rack.
10. What would prevent you from joining the PCIAW®?
The biggest feedback we had for this question was the
matter of cost. Therefore, we will be offering a discount
on the joining fee for PCIAW®
membership from July 2019 to
www.pciaw.org
January 2020. Please call us on
+44 (0) 1908 411 415
+44 (0) 1908 411 415 for more
info@pciaw.org
details.
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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With Buyers, Suppliers and industry experts attending from all
corners of the globe, those showcasing will have the opportunity
to expand and strengthen their businesses through new
connections and opportunities.
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A Voice for 25 Years
Leah Westcott Graham, Editor of PCIAW®VOICE, interviews Yvette Ashby, founder and CEO of PCIAW®
25 years ago, the inception of the PCIAW® began. Born
from professional clothing director-e, the PCIAW® spent its
formative years listening to, learning from and educating the
buyers and suppliers of the professional clothing industry.
Alongside offering industry events, director-e expanded industry
insight and supplied businesses in workwear, corporatewear,
footwear and PPE with vital information to support their growth. This
set the foundation for the PCIAW®’s main aim – to provide solutions
to industry-specific problems in order to facilitate business growth
and product innovation.
The PCIAW®’s beginnings allowed it
the opportunity to analyse and study
the industry in ways the companies
within it could not. With the space
to take a step back, the PCIAW®
was able to establish the industry’s
strengths, but also its weaknesses.
A key problem was the lack of a
cohesive structure that stretched the
breadth of the industry. This left the
industry oftentimes unspoken for, with
global problems un-addressed.

members to offer networking, knowledge and firm acknowledgement
of the monumental amount of work done by the industry as a whole.
A staple of the association is its dedication to listening. The PCIAW®
pivots around its members and its direction is steered by what
they share. By resting on the history that stands behind it, the
PCIAW®’s gaze is fixed on bettering the future for its members and
establishing strategic plans to offer them direct support to the key
issues they face.
The buyers and procurement managers of the professional clothing
industry sit at its heart. One of the
association’s main aims is to educate
the buyers on the industry, to offer
them the most important information
that will set them up to tender. With the
new PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Group – a
closed-shop networking and knowledge
platform – the PCIAW® proved that it
heard the needs of the industry and
responded.

As 2020 grows closer, the PCIAW®
aims for expansion. The desire to
grow membership is spurred by the
understanding that the bigger the
association, the louder we can make
In order to establish one collective
voice, CEO Yvette Ashby founded
Yvette Ashby speaking at the 2017 Professional Clothing Awards the voice of the companies within it.
By continuing to form international
the Professional Clothing Industry
partnership, such as the recent membership of Milliken & Company,
Association Worldwide, with the intention that it would act as the
the PCIAW® is able to stretch its influence around the globe.
voice for professional clothing companies, big and small.
The association, under the guidance of Chairman John Miln, the
board of non-executive directors and Yvette, immediately began
to offer the industry knowledge and support. This was established
through its magazine, PCIAW® VOICE and its industry events – the
PCIAW® Summit and Professional Clothing Awards.
June 2019 saw the inaugural Summit, the first of its kind, welcome
attendees and offer them an expansive day of exclusive information
from sustainability, CSR, size and fit, EU legislation and governmentcertified knowledge on Brexit. Coupled with the Professional
Clothing Awards the following night, which celebrated its tenth
anniversary. The two days brought together over 400 industry
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The PCIAW® Summit 2020 will incorporate showcasing opportunities,
vast networking sessions and smaller break-out groups to cover as
much current industry news as possible.
The PCIAW® wants to be spoken to. The only way we can build from
our 25 years of knowledge is through a continuing conversation with
the industry. There is no better time to get in touch, to reach out to
our editorial team, to Yvette or to John.
We want you to be heard. Give us your voice and we’ll act as the
microphone.
To contact a member of the team, please e-mail info@pciaw.org
or call +(0)1908 411 415
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The Summit of Achievement
We asked Chairman of the PCIAW®, John Miln, for his views on the inaugural PCIAW® Summit.
The PCIAW® was delighted to
hold its inaugural Summit in
June in London and similarly
delighted that many members
joined us on the occasion.

opportunities for networking and
some break out sessions to study
some topics in greater detail so to
encourage greater involvement.
Yvette and the team would be
delighted to hear from you; firstly
if you attended as a delegate
this year, then your feedback to
our questionnaire if you have not
already done so and secondly, if
you are interested in attending
next year then what topics you
would like to hear about and have
the opportunity to discuss and
further perhaps some suggestions
as to how the day might run and
what you want to get out of it.

Our primary goal was to give
members the opportunity to learn
from a highly respected series
of speakers on a wide variety of
subject matter on topics very
relevant to our industry with the
ability to question the speakers on
their content and views.
From Brexit (inevitably!) to
Logistics - Standards to Health at
Work - the Circular Economy to
Ethical Supply Chains - A Panel
Discussion on Tendering to Future
Industry Predictions - attendees
enjoyed a broad overview of, and
engaged with, many of the key
industry issues - both current and
future.
We were also delighted to have
Steve Zalkin, the President
of NAUMD (North American
Association of Uniform
Manufacturers and Distributors),
give a key-note talk on the current
state of the North American
market, how it is organised and what its objectives are.
But most importantly the Summit gave the delegates the
opportunity to network and meet new colleagues across the
industry.
We have already had some very positive feedback on the
day and suggestions as to how we might organise our 2020
event to improve the delegate experience, find increased
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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The objective of the PCIAW® is both
to represent their members and to
add value to their businesses. Your
engagement and involvement is
vitally important and we do want
to hear from you. Learning is a big
part of that process of course, but
a gathering of the industry sector
allows us to learn more about the
issues you face and directs us to
find solutions and support you
wherever and whenever possible.
Plus, very importantly to us, you
have an opportunity to meet your industry peers, network and
exchange ideas - and problems!
We very much look forward to hearing from you and
welcoming you to our 2020 Summit and of course our highly
successful Professional Clothing Awards, both events running
concurrently making it a must attend couple of days to both
network and celebrate the industry in which we make our
living.
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Meet the Speakers
The guest speakers at the inaugural
PCIAW® Summit on June 18th were
some of the biggest names in the
Professional Clothing Industry.
Emphasising the truly global nature of the organisation, they
came from all over the world to speak. Attendees also jetted in
from India, the U.S, Australia and all over Europe.
The opening address was given by Mr César Araújo, president
of ANIVEC, CEO of Calvelex, a man with more than thirtyfive years’ experience in the textile and clothing industry. He
founded his first company in 1985 with just twenty employees
but today that company is one of the biggest clothing
companies in Portugal, boasting offices in London, Dublin,
Amsterdam and China, with clients all over the world. He is
also founder of Calvelex.
Next up was John Miln, chairman of the PCIAW® and former
CEO of the UK Fashion and Textile Association. His experience
within the industry is widely recognised and respected.
Following on was Adam Mansell, CEO of UKFT. He was
appointed to the new Creative Industries Trade and Investment
Board, which will aim to increase creative industries’ exports by
50% by 2023.
The next speaker to take the stage was Chris Murray CBE, Vice
President Agility Logistics Defence and Government Services,
Europe. Chris joined Agility in 2010 and is primarily responsible
for the development of Defence and Government contract

Chris Murray CBE
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opportunities and new strategic partnerships in the UK and
Europe. Before joining Agility, Chris enjoyed 36 years of service
in the British Army.
He was followed by Cyndi Rhoades, CEO of Worn Again
Technologies. She began her career as a film maker in music
videos and documentaries which, over time, evolved into a deep
interest in the impacts of commerce and global economics
on society and the environment. These interests led to the
formation of Worn Again Technologies which she has been
driving forward ever since.
Cyndi was followed by a panel of three speakers, Yvette
Ashby, publisher of PCIAW® VOICE magazine, Louise Johnson,
Uniform Head for RBS and Samantha Heilling from the Public
Sector. Yvette Ashby is known throughout every element of the
supply chain and she has built a business that has both led and
supported the Professional Clothing Sector over 25 years.
Louise Johnson is the uniform manager for RBS where she’s
worked for thirty-two years. She currently manages ten brands
of uniform across the RBS business. She has been in this
particular role for nineteen years.
Samantha Heilling was asked to introduce a new uniform for
the UK Border Force in 2014. And, after a rollercoaster twelve
months, she rolled out a brand-new uniform to 11,000 staff
across the UK and beyond. Her passion for the industry remains
and she aims to demystify the tender process for buyers and
suppliers and to raise the profile of the professional workwear
industry with buyers.
Alan Murray CEO, BSIF then spoke. Alan has been in the Safety
and Health Industry since the 1980’s. He has led the British

Richard Collin
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Safety Industry Federation (BSIF) as Chief Executive since the
start of 2014.
Following him was Richard Collin, Head of European and
National Policy, BSI. Richard has 30 years’ experience in quality
infrastructure. After qualifying as a Trading Standards Officer,
he worked for UK local authorities for 9 years. Since 2010 he
was worked in BSI.
The next speaker was Nathan Shipley, PPE Group Certification
Manager BSI. Nathan has worked at BSI for twenty-three years
in all areas of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) approvals.
He is also the Vice-chair of the BSIF test and certification
committee.
Following on from him was Jonathan Jones, Senior Analyst
and Marketing Manager at Plimsoll. Jonathan is the Managing
Director of Trading at Tregothnan. He created a tea franchise
and actually does sell tea to China.
Steve Zalkin, the next speaker, is president of the North
American Association of Uniform Manufacturers and
Distributors (NAUMD).
In 1987 he opened Alamar Uniforms on his own and over the
next 30 years, continued to grow the company into stores in
three states. Upon selling his company, Steve was approached
by the NAUMD board to fill a leadership role. The rest, as they
say, is history.
The next speaker was Karen Sparrow. Karen has a wealth of
experience with some high-profile brands such as the London
2012 Olympics as Uniforms Manager and Virgin Atlantic Airways
as Head of Uniforms. She moved to the Inflight Retail industry

Steve Zalkin
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Lee Wilson

DFASS UK setting up the European sector. In June 2018 she
worked with another of the Virgin family, managing the Space
line Apparel programme.
Lee Wilson was the next speaker. Lee joined SATRA in 2003
and was primarily responsible for the testing of footwear upper
materials to retail specifications and SATRA guidelines. In
2008, he started to specialise in lasts, fitting and comfort and
eventually took charge of the fitting services that SATRA offers,
including children’s footwear and associated discussion groups
to help educate parents and children about the importance of
foot health and footwear fit.
Hannes Priem, Product Development Manager from Sioen, took
to the stage next. Hannes is the product development Manager
for Sioen and, for the past eleven years, has been based at
Sioen’s creativity centre in Ardooie.
After Hannes came Dan Murray, Commercial Director of SEDEX.
He is responsible for the Contact Centre, New Business and
Account Management Teams for Europe, North America, South
Africa and Australia. A graduate of Leicester University, Dan has
a BA in History and Geography.
The final speaker of the day was Leanne Howard, Sales
Executive at Gerber Technology. Leanne’s experience spans the
full supply chain from suppliers through to brands, retailers and
manufacturers.
Currently working for Gerber Technology, Leanne helps apparel
organisations to implement industry-leading software and
hardware across design, development and production.
Can we just say, once more, a big thank you to all our speakers.

Hannes Priem
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César Araújo with His Excellency Manuel Lobo Antunes, the Portuguese ambassador to the United Kingdom.

Portugal:
Always in the Vanguard

A delegation of businesspeople
and managers, led by César Araújo,
participated in an annual gathering
of an international association for
professional clothing. And they did
come back with awards.
Historically, the textile and clothing sector has been one
of the most valuable Portuguese industries in the world,
notwithstanding the recent challenges that a globalised
market has produced over the last decades. In this context,
ECO followed an exclusive visit of a delegation from the
Portuguese National Association of the Industries of Clothing
and Confection (ANIVEC), composed of several businesspeople,
who attended the Professional Clothing Industry Association
Worldwide’s global summit and 10th anniversary gala, taking
place at the beginning of last week in London. For the President
of ANIVEC, César Araújo, events like these are important to
“give Portuguese companies a platform where they can diversify
markets, sell products and promote their brands abroad”.
The venue chosen to host all the leading professionals of
the industry coming from across the globe was the mythical
Montcalm Hotel at the very heart of the charming Marble
Arch, 5 minutes walking distance from one of the world’s most
frenetic and luxurious showcases, Oxford Street. The PCIAW
summit began on the 18th of June with an opening address
delivered by Mr César Araújo, who is also a PCIAW Board
Director.
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The Portuguese businessman highlighted, in his opening
remarks, the importance of PCIAW as an international
organisation for cooperation within the sector, working almost
as a permanent link between the buyer and the supply chain.
For the Founder and CEO of Calvelex, a renowned Portuguese
textile company, not everything is about business and profit.
As he stressed in his first address to the audience, Mr Araújo
reminded that consumers are becoming more demanding with
regards to sustainability and social responsibility. According
to him, “With these new challenges, new opportunities arise
namely material development, circular economy and new
emerging business models.”
The different panels and speakers covered a wide range of
topics, focused on the challenges and opportunities facing the
sector. In line with that, an intervention by Mr Adam Mansell,
UKFT’s CEO (UK Fashion and Textile Association), informed
the audience as regards to the impacts that Brexit is likely to

Adam Mansell, CEO of UKFT, addressing the PCIAW® Summit.
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César Araújo, Board member of PCIAW®, founder and CEO of Calvelex and President of ANIVEC, addresses the PCIAW® Summit.

produce on the industry, stressing, nonetheless, that leaving
the EU could potentially bring upon higher levels of investment
within the British internal market. The audience was composed
of business delegations from all across the world. Among them,
it was the American, British, Canadian, Indian, Russian, French
and German delegations that turned up in larger groups.

Portugal “in the vanguard” of the sector
While leaving the summit and during a conversation that
took place before our interview, Mr César Araújo shared with
us what he says is the international partners’ perception of
Portugal, describing it as “a friendly country” that was always
“in the vanguard” of the sector.
What competitive factors does Portugal bring into the industry
at an international level? Always staunch, Mr Araújo said that
“Portugal has done a brilliant job over the last couple of years,
building a worldwide referenced industry. Our textile and
clothing companies are among the best in the world, but still,
we need to take a bigger step forward into conquering the
value chain. That is precisely what we are doing right now.”
Portugal is not a low-salaried market anymore if one compares
with other countries. That was precisely what a member of the
Indian delegation, who preferred not to be identified, confided
ECO. His company used to have a factory operating in the
north of Portugal, but due to the country’s slow appetite for
modernisation and a high labour cost led to a decision to move
the operation somewhere else. How to sell the Portuguese
Textile and Clothing industry to a foreign investor, then? In
response, the Portuguese businessman argued that “Portugal
is a safe and good port, meaning that we are stable and
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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that we deliver on time. We also have top-quality workers
and, therefore, reliable in the product they make, bringing
added value to our clients. But Portugal needs to step-up
the game and be present at the world’s biggest forums for
the sector, having a stronger voice to deliver the message
that our country’s industries can expand to other business
opportunities, namely professional clothing.”

Pomp & Circumstance
On the following day, 19th of June, the ANIVEC delegation
was welcomed by His Excellency Manuel Lobo Antunes, the
Portuguese Ambassador to the United Kingdom, as well as by
the Economic and Commercial Counsellor of AICEP in the UK,
Mr Rui Boavista Marques, at the emblematic building of the
Portuguese Embassy in Belgravia, London. The reception was
held privately, with no access to the press, where the various
delegates had the chance to present their businesses to the
Ambassador. The delegation then returned to the Montcalm
Hotel, where the PCIAW Awards 10th Anniversary Gala was to
take place later that evening.
Before the gala started, ECO spoke with some of the
Portuguese delegates. Alexandre Freitas, a consultant for the
National Centre of Textile Intelligence (CENIT) highlighted
that the textile and clothing sector has been growing
uninterruptedly for ten years, being highly considered at a
European level. “Portugal, being a small country, is one that
welcomes the textile and clothing market with quicker delivery
of high-quality products”, which rejects the idea that the sector
is somehow blocked by atavism and lack of competitiveness.
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Maria Jose Machado, CEO of Axfilia, receives a highly commended award for Best Newcomer Company from John Miln, Chairman of the PCIAW® (left)
and Anton Du Beke, one of the stars of the BBC TV series “Strictly Come Dancing”.

For Alexandre Freitas, such perception could not be further
from the truth: “In Spain, it is true, one can observe a reduction
of export volume in the sector. In this context, Portugal is
gaining ground by conquering Spain’s traditional market and
getting closer to Italy”. The consultant also mentioned the
growing concerns of the industry about circular economy and
digital transformation, noting, however, that there is not yet a
sector strategy in Portugal that aims at tackling those issues.
In the same manner, ECO spoke to Matilde Vasconcelos
and Ana Santos, Founder and CEO and Production Manager
respectively of Trot & Trotinete, a company based in Leça do
Balio, who focuses on design and trade of professional and
scholar uniforms, counting more than 25 years of experience.
The target of this company has been product development,
betting on partnerships with internal and external stakeholders,
such as the University of Minho. The increasing importance of
digitalisation in the sector was also a topic for our talk. In that
regard, Matilde Vasconcelos stressed the enormously positive
impact of the creation of an online platform that not only allows
the user to order and manage stock but also personalised
the access of parents, for example, to buy uniforms for their
children without any complication nor intermediaries. About
the professional clothing industry, the value of the industry
combined is about 80Bn€ in Europe. For comparison, one
should take into consideration the American market of
professional clothing, valued at around $250Bn.
Later that evening, the PCIAW Awards Gala was hosted by the
famous British TV Star Anton du Beke. However, he was not the
only star shining that evening. Axfilia, a Portuguese company
represented by her CEO, Maria José Machado, was awarded
the trophy for Best Newcomer (Company) to the sector of this
year.
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César Araújo addresses the guests at the Professional Clothing Awards
dinner at the Montcalm, Marble Arch.

About the Professional Clothing Awards, César Araújo
highlighted their importance for the industry: “This event has
now been done for 3 years. It was ANIVEC and Calvelex’s
initiative. As PCIAW’s Board Director, I have special care in
transmitting the message to our partners that Portugal is a
country where they can buy with quality, impeccable delivery
time and competitive prices. The fact that I am Portuguese and
work in the industrial sector also helps Portugal to be on the
frontline when the discussion topic is production.”
Is Brexit a concern for the Portuguese Textile and Clothing
Industry? “Yes, Brexit is a headache, pardon my expression.
We do not know how it is going happen and in what terms
it is going to happen. This brings an enormous instability to
companies and stakeholders because nobody can predict its
consequences. There is also the currency problem, creating
additional uncertainty because it is a factor that influences
management and the activity of international business at the
end of the day. Thus, our position about Brexit is that we are
going to follow it with calm and attention, no matter how
difficult it will turn out to be.”
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Spotting Opportunities and
Building Partnerships at the
PCIAW® Summit

By Jonathan McKendry, Export Sales and Marketing Manager at Carrington Textiles and Board Director of PCIAW®

Leading figures in the

when moving forward,
not only at an individual
organisation level, but
as a sector.

professional clothing
industry gathered in
London last month for
the inaugural PCIAW
Summit. Its aim? To get
industry professionals
from across the globe
in the same room to
discuss the challenges
and opportunities that
exist in our sector.

The Carrington team celebrate their win for Best Fabric and Fibre Innovation at the 2019 PCA.

At a time when sustainability, rapid technological developments and
the dreaded ‘B’ word demand our immediate attention, it has never
been more crucial for those from the corporatewear, workwear and
PPE worlds to share learnings and insights.
1. Going green
Unsurprisingly, sustainability was a huge talking point. With
manufacturers from all industries looking to keep up with changing
demands, we looked at how new products are being developed with
sustainability front of mind.
We heard some shocking stories at the event, including an anecdote
in which one high-street retailer ended up depositing 3.3 billion
leftover items into landfill last year. We also heard how one luxury
fashion brand was burning leftover stock – rather than discount stock
to shift it, which could damage the perception of the brand.
Cyndi Rhoades, CEO of Worn Again Technologies, noted how the
workwear industry needs to encourage a circular manufacturing
process; one where garments can be brought back to the
manufacturers for recycling. Leftover dying liquids can also be reinserted back into the system, to prevent harmful chemicals from
damaging the local environment.
Significant energy savings can be made in the manufacturing process
of recycling plastic bottles, when compared with extracting and
converting new raw materials into virgin polyester. What’s more, this
can also prevent thousands of plastic bottles
from entering landfill each year.
While reducing our environment impact is no
simple task, it has never been more important
for our industry to look at this, and we’ll need
to work together to achieve it.

Partnerships with other manufacturers or suppliers can add real value
to any organisation. We have seen this benefit ourselves at Carrington
through our recent joint venture with a distributor based in the Middle
East, which has enabled us to satisfy our customer demand, from
workers within the oil and gas industry, much faster.
These types of strategic partnership are especially important given
the changing geo-political landscape we face today.
3. Challenges and opportunities
Of course, any industry event such as this couldn’t pass by without
mention of Brexit, international tariffs and the implications on
individual businesses and networks.
While the ‘will they, won’t they’ Brexit question rolls on, the
discussions which took place gave a frank overview of where we are
now and the plans we need to put in place in order to safeguard our
operations, no matter the outcome.
While this addressed some of our challenges, the talk from Karen
Sparrow, Spaceline Apparel Manager at Virgin Galactic inspired a
sense of excitement around the new opportunities this presents – as
well as the potential for investment into R&D and the development of
market-leading innovations.
We were thrilled that one of our own recent innovations, Flameflex
275, was given the award for Best Fabric and
Fibre Innovation at the prestigious Professional
Clothing Awards, which followed the Summit.
The discussions that take place at events
such as the PCIAW Summit, help us to identify
demand for this type of innovative product.
I’m now excited to see where the
conversations held this year will take us, and
how the knowledge shared influences our
industry as a whole moving forward.

2. Partnerships and collaborations
Being a board member of PCIAW has only
emphasised to me just how crucial crossindustry and cross-border collaboration is
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With Summit attendees
travelling from several
countries, some as far
away as India, there
was a real sense of
togetherness in the
room – one where we
could discuss different
markets, form strategic
relationships and learn
about innovations in R&D.
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PCIAW® Industry News
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Sugdens: a Cause for Celebration
On June 19th at the Montcalm, Marble
Arch, London, Sugdens won the
Professional Clothing Award for Long
Service to the Textile Industry. Hosted
by the PCIAW® It was a fitting reward for
them.
Since they set up their first tailors shop in
1869, Sugdens have grown steadily with a
combination of skill and the outstanding products.
In addition to receiving awards, they also had some gifts of their own to
share. Each goodie bag distributed by the PCIAW® at the PCIAW® Summit and
Professional Clothing Awards contained a little teddy bear (the company mascot
Suggy Bear) generously donated by Sugdens.

24929 Cobmex Brochure_FA_UK_03.12.2018.qxp_Layout 1 3/12/18 3:19 PM Page 4

If you follow the below link, you will find Sugdens video of their illustrious history
on their website: http://bit.ly/Sugdens150Video
Here’s to another 150 years, Sugdens.

DCC PLC Top the Fifty Fastest
Growing Companies List
On June 19th,
2019 at the
Montcalm, Marble
Arch, London,
PCIAW® hosted
the Professional
Clothing Awards
where DCC PLC
won the award for
Best Design for
Workwear and Business Manager of the year 2019.
DCC PLC supply many of the country’s largest businesses with workwear, uniforms,
safety footwear and head-to-toe PPE.

ADVANCED
MATERIALS

Now they have another accolade to add to their catalogue of accomplishments,
they top the list of the 50 Fastest Growing Companies Index.
Their inhouse designers (working at their purpose built 72,000 sq. ft. warehouse in
Oldbury) can create a complete uniform specific to each customer brief and brand.
In addition to their HQ in Oldbury, DCC PLC also have a 40-acre site in Sri Lanka
which produces 50,000 high standard garments a week.
DCC’s head of business development, Graham Dobson said this.
“We currently turn over £36 million and we have the ambition to double the size of
our business in the next five to seven years.”
Follow the link to the PCIAW® photo gallery, you can find photos of DCC PLC
picking up their well-earned awards.
pciaw.org/pca-2019-photo-gallery

Cobmex Apparel UK
Brickfield House
High Road, Epping, Essex CM16 6TH
T: +44 (0) 800.852.7286
www.cobmex.com

For sales inquiries contact
sales@cobmex.com

For more on these and other stories visit: https://pciaw.org/industry-news
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Spotlight on Speakers…
We’d like to thank all of our wonderful speakers and guests at the Summit. The truly
global nature of the PCIAW® was reflected in the huge distances some had to travel
to attend. From India, Portugal, the U.S., Canada, New Zealand and Israel to name
but a few. Here are just some of those who attended.

César Araújo
We were proud and honoured to
have a PCIAW® director to open the
PCIAW® Summit on June 18th.

are becoming more demanding with
regards to sustainability and social
responsibility. According to him,
“With these new challenges, new
opportunities arise namely material
development, circular economy and
new emerging business models.”

César, the founder of Calvelex and
President of Anivec, has been with the
organisation from the beginning and
his vast knowledge has always been
a valuable asset to those working
alongside him.
Historically, the textile and clothing
sector has been one of the most
valuable Portuguese industries in the
world and César has been a part of this
sector for more than twenty-five years.
In his opening remarks, he emphasised the importance of the
PCIAW® as an international organisation for cooperation within
the sector, working as a permanent link between the buyer and
the supply chain.
For the Founder and CEO of Calvelex, not everything is about
business and profit.
As he stressed in his first address to the audience, consumers

He also emphasised that Portugal
is gaining ground on Spain and Italy
when it comes to export volume. The
fact that Portugal is a much smaller
country seems to be immaterial. He
also stressed the uncertainty about
Brexit. It’s a pressing subject that is of
concern to everyone in the Professional
Clothing Industry, but Cesar summed
the situation up perfectly when he stated:
“Our position about Brexit is that we are going to follow it with
calm and attention,” he said. “No matter how difficult it will turn
out to be.”
Wise words from a man who knows this business inside out.
Once again, let us repeat how proud and honoured we were to
have had him at the summit and the awards.

Phil Newman
range of corporate and public safety
clients ranging from retail and restaurants
to police and fire.

To further emphasise the global nature
of the PCIAW® we welcomed speakers
and representatives from New Zealand,
Australia, the US, India and Portugal
and we also welcomed representatives
of Cobmex from Canada.
The company were most ably represented
by their CEO and President Phil Newman.
Cobmex are currently celebrating more
than twenty years supplying the Uniform
industry with the very best of quality
knitwear. Their belief is that a label tells
you what goes into a sweater. What goes behind it matters
too. The desire to combine style and functionality is part of the
Cobmex ethic.
Since 1998, they’ve manufactured knitwear used by a wide
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Phil Newman’s company has become a
leading supplier of quality knitwear to the
uniform trade. They stand behind each
garment they make with their “Make it
Right” guarantee.
Phil Newman’s commitment to the
company and their aims is reflected in his
passion when he speaks about what they
have achieved and what they continue
to pursue. It was our pleasure to welcome him to the summit
and PCA’s. It is always good to witness that kind of drive and
enthusiasm at close quarters and Phil Newman embodies that
more than most.
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Karen Sparrow
In an industry traditionally dominated
by men, it is always good to celebrate
the work of a woman and there can be
few women who have made such an
impact on the Professional Clothing
industry as Karen Sparrow.

In June 2018 she worked with another
of the Virgin family, Virgin Galactic. This
saw her managing the Space line Apparel
programme and other exciting projects
for the product delivery of the overall
astronaut experience and journey.
This is Richard Branson’s most recent
and most ambitious project yet and he
obviously felt that he needed someone
with Karen’s track record to oversee
something so important.

Despite her personal health battles, she
has continued to be a massive presence.
That is just one more example of her spirit.
Qualified in Leadership and Business
Management, Karen is also a member of
the Chartered Management Institute and
an award winning individual in professional
clothing for Business Management and
Sustainability.

As Head of Uniforms for Virgin Atlantic,
Karen was responsible for the entire
Uniforms programme, ensuring it was the
best in the industry. She managed the insource programme for Virgin Uniforms, overseeing the strategic
planning leading to the procurement tender process.

She has a wealth of experience with some high-profile brands
such as the London 2012 Olympics as Uniforms Manager and
Virgin Atlantic

In 2008/9 the uniforms strategy was reviewed under Karen’s
management and the re-issue and recycling process was
reassessed.

Airways as Head of Uniforms. She moved to the Inflight Retail
industry, DFASS UK, setting up the European sector and
managing the Inflight Retail Therapy account for Virgin Atlantic
where she was accountable for delivery of all aspects of the
Operation.

This increased Virgin’s commitment to sustainability, aligned
with company policy. This change reduced costs significantly
and has since won an award. In April 2009, Karen won the
Business Manager of the Year award at the Workwear and
Corporate clothing show.

Steve Zalkin
The truly worldwide reach of the
PCIAW® Summit was epitomised by the
presence of Steve Zalkin, the president
of the North American Association
of Uniform Manufacturers and
Distributors (NAUMD). A man and an
organisation that have formed a strong
relationship with the PCIAW®.

it was amazing to hear the amount of
work that goes into the creation of some
iconic and instantly recognisable uniforms
(one of those supplied by NAUMD is
McDonald’s, surely the most famous fast
food chain of them all).

He and his lovely wife, Kathleen, had flown
in all the way from Omaha in the United
States so Steve could give his fascinating presentation on
uniforms to the summit.
The audience sat spellbound as he enlightened them on the
huge array of uniforms that are supplied to NAUMD members
by his organisation. These range from some of the world’s top
airlines to some of the most recognisable and well-known fast
food companies and retail businesses.
The role of NAUMD in North America is similar to that of the
PCIAW® in this country and the rest of Europe. They exist as
experts to aid their members. This is the primary reason Steve
was addressing the summit as he gave us some background
into what is going on in the States and revealed the type of
help and expertise that our partnership with him and NAUMD
will provide on a global basis. Steve discussed every aspect
of the uniform process, from initial design to final fittings and
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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Steve has had a passion for the uniform
industry his entire professional career.
After receiving his Master of Science in
Finance in 1985, he started in the uniform
industry with a local Omaha distributor. In 1987 he opened
Alamar Uniforms on his own and over the next 30 years,
continued to grow the company into stores in three states. In
2016 he sold the company and embarked on the next part of
his career with NAUMD.
Steve had always been active with the organisation, including
chairing the Board from 2010 – 2012. Upon selling his company,
Steve was approached by the NAUMD board to fill a leadership role.
All of this formidable experience was brought to bear in his
wonderful presentation. Steve says he is the kind of person
who, instead of going for a nice drive is more likely to go for a
nice long run.
When he was speaking, believe us, no one was thinking that
way. They were too busy listening to what he had to say.
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A Decade of Distinction

A birthday is always cause for celebration and we certainly
did celebrate the tenth birthday of the PCAs at the fabulous
Montcalm hotel, Marble Arch, London on 19th June
The Awards ceremony has grown year by year, attracting
some of our biggest clients and also emphasising the truly
global nature of the PCIAW® and the PCAs. Guests from India,
the US, Canada, Portugal, Israel, New Zealand, Australia and
Eastern Europe all flew in to celebrate this glittering night and
to witness the awarding of twenty-one different trophies to
the delighted recipients.
More than 300 guests filled the elegant dining
room to witness toastmaster Reuben Lynch
guide the evening. The hosts were Anton
du Beke, best known for the phenomenally
successful BBC TV series Strictly Come
Dancing and John Miln, the chairman of the
PCIAW®.

of Calvalex and President of ANIVEC, fittingly delivered one of
the opening speeches.
The awards themselves honoured some of those who had been
in the industry for their whole working lives and also those who
are new to it. The latter encapsulated perfectly by the PCA
VISION awards that honoured the student designs submitted
this year. This really symbolised the new blood coming into our
industry and I’m sure there will be much
more to come from all the nominees in years
to come.
Staying on the subject of new blood, the
Best Newcomer Award this year went to
Sabina Tayub who has done inspirational
work in the area of women’s PPE. At
the other end of the timescale, there
were Lifetime Achievement awards for
Wearwell’s Garry Clayton who has been in
this industry for no less than forty-three
years. Mark Johnson, Chief Executive of
JSP also collected this award.

At this point we must say a special thank
you to our sponsors Cenit, YKK, Milliken/
Westex, CORDURA and PDC BIG. A big
and very special thank you at this point
to PDC BIG who supplied us with both our
own badges and also the delegates and
speakers’ badges at the PCIAW® Summit.
Sugdens themselves celebrated a very
special birthday. Having been an industry
leader for 150 years they were presented
with a birthday cake commemorating that
achievement and also a very special award
marking such a landmark in the business.
We were all lucky enough to get a slice of it.

An Award for Long Service to the Textile
Industry was picked up by Behrens Group
(who were founded in 1834 so service
doesn’t get much longer than that). It was
amazing to see such dedication rewarded.
The success of the PCAs is due to so many
people it’s impossible to thank them all.
Suffice to say, it was another fabulous night
and a fitting tribute to the ten years of the
PCAs. Here’s to the next ten.

Much of the success of the PCAs is due
to our Portuguese partners, ANIVEC. They
have helped the event to grow and
expand and Mr César Araújo, the CEO
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Paul Castelli
As International Sales Director for Westex/
Milliken, Paul Castelli knows the importance
of growing businesses through building
relationships.
His presentation at the recent Professional
Clothing Awards encapsulated, not just the
company’s aims, but also show-cased Paul’s own
focus and determination.
In his presentation, Paul emphasised that it is every employer’s goal to keep workers safe on
the job. Paul emphasised three key aspects to consider when building a programme:
• First, define your hazard then protect against it.
• Second, know that your PPE needs may differ from situation to situation
• Third, utilise PPE as a final layer of defence, not as a suit of armour.

Ecmanage is the
system for the
complete ordering
process of company
clothing, personal
protective equipment
(PPE) and other
personal equipment.

Rarely has the need for the correct kind of PPE been so vividly illustrated and we have to
thank Paul Castelli and Milliken & Company for that.

Raymond Limited

At the Professional Clothing Awards on
June 19th the prize for Best Manufacturer
was given to Corporate Style by Raymond
Limited.
The term “industry giant” is something of a
cliché but, when applied to Corporate Style
by Raymond Limited, it is more than justified.
Raymond has an extremely powerful presence
in the professional clothing industry, with over
1,000 stores in India alone.

They supply organisations and customers from the automobile, airline, school and
hospitality industry. What distinguishes Raymond from their competitors is that they
leverage their strengths and fulfil their integral values of fine product quality with a high
focus on customer satisfaction.
They have an inherent understanding of the need for comfort and class, a non-negotiable
attitude when it comes to quality.

Stuart Jukes
Stuart Jukes was among the biggest winners
of the Professional Clothing Awards.
After lifting the very first award of the evening,
for PPE Innovation of the Year 2019, PULSAR®
were also rewarded with a Highly Commended
certificate in the same category.
However, for Stuart, things were to get even
better that evening. In recognition of his work in
the industry over the years, he was presented
with the award for Outstanding Contribution to the Garment Industry.
It was a fitting reward for Stuart who has been Managing Director at PULSAR® since January
2015. The Professional Clothing Awards exist to reward hard work, and no one deserved their
reward more than Stuart.
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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The Winners of the Professional
Clothing Awards 2019
Hosted by Anton Du Beke, John Miln (PCIAW® Chairman) and Toastmaster Reuben Lynch.

PPE Innovation of the year 2019
Winner: PULSAR®
The first award of the evening, the PPE
Innovation of the Year 2019 award, went
to PULSAR® for their active harness with
integrated LED lighting system.

Best Innovation in Footwear
Winner: V12 Footwear
Anton Du Beke and John Miln awarded V12
Footwear the Best Innovation in Footwear
award for their sports trainer with intelligent
grip.

Best PPE Accessory
Winner: Beeswift
Beeswift took home the award for their
ingenious Airforlife® Emergency Escape
Device.

SUPPLIERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MANUFACTURERS AWARDS

Best Managed Contract (Major)
Winner: Jermyn Street Design
Jermyn Street Design were the winners in
this category, taking home the prize for
Jet2.com and the Jet2 holidays uniform
contract.

Best Managed Contract (Boutique)
Winner: Incorporatewear
This prize for Best Managed Contract,
boutique, was lifted by Incorporatewear for
their M&S Bank corporatewear design.

Best Design for Corporate Clothing
Winner: Debbie Johnson In association
with Abellio (Nominated by H.R. Denne)

Best Design for Workwear
Winner: DCC PLC
DCC PLC picked up the award for
their design for the uniforms for Veolia,
environmental protective workwear.

Best Fabric and Fibre Innovation
Winner: Carrington Textiles
The winner in this category was Carrington
Textiles who took home the award for their
Flame Retardant Stretch Fabric ‘Flameflex 275.’

Best IT Innovation and Website
Winner: Fashionizer
Fashionizer were victorious in this category,
winning the Best IT Innovation and website
award for their four company websites.
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PDC BIG Sales Manager Max Hall gave
this prize to Debbie Johnson for her West
Midlands Railway uniform.
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Best Catalogue
Winner: Clubclass
A vital complement for any business,
Clubclass grabbed the Best Catalogue
Award for their brochure.

Best Manufacturer/Distributor
Winner: Raymond
A true industry giant, Raymond walked away
with this award for their presence in India
with over 1,000 stores.

Made in the UK
Winner: Wearwell
This category was won by Wearwell for their
four unique brands, Wearwell, Tecwear, White
Knight and Wearwell Custom Solutions.

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION AWARDS

Celebrating 150 years in the textile
industry – Winner: Sugdens
A very special award to celebrate a very
special achievement. This was awarded to
Sugdens, who have been an industry leader
for 150 years.

Sustainability Award
Winner: Shield 360
An award very close to everyone’s hearts in
these days of ecological concern. The prize
for sustainability was won by Shield 360 for
their ground-breaking work in this area.

Long Service to the textile industry
Winner: Behrens Group
It was impossible to argue with this award
presented to Behrens Group. They were
founded in 1834 and long service doesn’t get
much longer than that.

Best Newcomer (Individual)
Winner: Sabina Tayub from Balfour Beatty
The best newcomer (individual) award went
to Sabina Tayub for her inspirational work
with women’s PPE.

Best Newcomer (Company)
Winner: Shield 360
Shield 360 were the winners in this category
for their work in the field of innovative
sustainability and re-cycling.

First Lifetime Achievement Award
Winner: Garry Clayton from Wearwell
The first of our lifetime achievement awards
went to a very worthy recipient who has been
in the industry for more than forty years.
Step forward Garry Clayton from Wearwell.
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Second Lifetime Achievement Award
Winner: Mark Johnstone from JSP
Another very deserving winner was Mark Johnstone who had his
award collected on his behalf by Steve Sheridan, from Anton Du Beke
and John Miln.

Outstanding Contribution to the Textile Industry.
Winner: Cyndi Rhoades from Worn Again
Cyndi Rhoades (who couldn’t attend on the night) won the award for
Outstanding Contribution to the Textile Industry.

Outstanding Contribution to the Garment Industry
Winner: Stuart Jukes from PULSAR®
This award, presented by Anton Du Beke and John Miln, was given to
Stuart Jukes of Pulsar to honour his work in the industry.

Business Manager of the Year 2019
Winner: Al Humphries from XPO Logistics
Presented by Karen Sparrow of Virgin Galactic, Anton Du Beke and
John Miln, this award went to Al Humphries of XPO Logistics, and the
supplier DCC PLC.

DESIGN OF THE DECADE

Design of the Decade – Winner: Incorporatewear, designed by Vivienne Westwood
The last, but definitely not the least, award of the evening. This very prestigious and coveted award was finally carried off, after
some very stiff competition, by Incorporatewear. They won the award for their iconic Virgin Atlantic Uniform, iconic design by
Vivienne Westwood, certainly one of the most recognisable uniforms ever seen.
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PCA Winning
Products
PPE INNOVATION OF THE YEAR 2019

PPE Innovation of the Year 2019:
PULSAR® for their Active Harness with
integrated LED lighting system
This remarkable innovation allows the
wearer to be visible in total darkness
without the need for an external light
source. Most reflective safety clothing
is only visible when a light source is
directed at it. This active harness is
visible from over 500 metres. It can also
be used in non-professional markets.

Best Innovation in Footwear:
V12 Footwear for their sports trainer
with Intelligent Grip System
The result of almost four years of extensive
research and development and inspired by
tyre technology, the new IGS sports range
are all underpinned by the Keymark safety
accreditation ensuring consistent safety
with every pair. The products are leather
free which means they can truly be called
“Vegan Trainers.”

Best PPE Accessory:
Beeswift for their Airforlife emergency
escape device
A patented, light weight, self-contained
emergency escape device that provides
the user with a 22-litre oxygen supply.
This can be used during fires, gas leaks
or terrorist attacks and enables the user
to breathe for a prolonged period of
around 10-12 minutes. This product is
designed for anyone who works or lives in
a confined area.

SUPPLIERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MANUFACTURERS AWARDS

Best Managed Major Contract:
Jermyn Street Design for their Jet2.
com and Jet2 holiday uniforms
contract
Jermyn Street Design were contracted to
supply and manage Jet2’s 12,000 staff
in both the Airline and Holiday. Uniform
design and continuity of supply were
crucial to the running of their business
because low cost airlines need not look
low cost. A dedicated JET2 account
management team was set up and,
following the first three years of working
together, the contract was extended for
a further three to five years.
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Best Managed Contract for Boutique:
Incorporatewear for their M&S bank
corporatewear design
The main idea behind the design
was to empower the wearer and the
brand. Also to give the uniforms a
more contemporary feel and reflect
the freshness of the brand in store and
online.
The staff were engaged throughout the
design and trial process. A subtle but
distinctive look was created but also a
look that was easily identifiable to M&S
customers.
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Best Design for Corporate Clothing:
H.R. Denne for their West Midlands
railway uniform
The uniform range was designed
by Debbie Johnson who worked in
partnership with West Midlands to
transform their brand into a fully
functioning uniform.
The initial concept was taken to a staff
forum where staff were able to place
their thoughts and comments. The final
result was a core of beautiful suiting worn
across both WMR and LNW.
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Best Design for Workwear:
DCC PLC for their uniforms for Veolia,
environmental protective workwear
The brief was to provide a functional,
effective and fit for purpose full head
to toe protective workwear collection
for Veolia Environmental. One that
represents the brand and their business.
DCC has been supplying Veolia since
2009, during which time, the two
companies have built up a highly
successful working relationship. This
latest design is testament to that.

Best Fabric and Fibre Innovation:
Carrington textiles for their ‘Flameflex
275’ flame retardant stretch fabric
The research and development for
Flameflex 275 took nearly three years
to complete but the features of the
final product have been successfully
achieved. A blend of cotton, polyester
and elastolefin, the finished fabric gives
a stretch product that would survive
the flame retardant process and also
that wouldn’t shrink even when washed
regularly.

Best Catalogue:
Clubclass for their 2019 New Look catalogue
This catalogue was a year in the making and comprised of two
weeks on location and in the studio before the many hours of
text and page layouts. Clean, simple photography, lighting and
top-quality models showcase the world class collections and
highlight the key showcase styles. The objective was to design
a clear, stylish and informative catalogue and that objective
has been achieved.
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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Best IT Innovation and Website:
Fashionizer for their four company
websites
As well as working on two different
platforms that link seamlessly, stock
control systems, CRM, Instagram and
Facebook purchasing are integrated
to all sites. Three web developers
were engaged but it was the internal
marketing team at Fashionizer who
researched the platforms and plugins
used.

Made in the UK:
Wearwell
Founded in 1939, Wearwell is one of the UK’s leading
privately-owned manufacturers of high-quality workwear.
Their track record is established and proven. They
manufacture a comprehensive range of both technical and
non-technical garments within their four unique brands,
Wearwell, Tecwear, White Knight and Wearwell Custom
Solutions.
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DESIGN OF THE DECADE RUNNER-UP

JSD-designed Eurostar uniform recognised in
‘Design of the Decade’ award
The uniform created by Jermyn Street Design for
Eurostar has been recognised in the ‘Design of the
Decade’ category at the PCIAW® Professional Clothing
Awards in London. The Eurostar uniform was the first
runner-up for the headline Award, which celebrated the
most-loved and most-influential designs from the last ten
years.
The Professional Clothing Awards is celebrating its 10th
Anniversary and to mark the
occasion added a new category
for the Design of the Decade.
At the launch of the Eurostar
uniform at St Pancras Station,
the famous kissing statue was
fully dressed in a giant replica
of the new design. Eurostar
employees loved the new
look, with one member of staff
commenting that it felt like
the scene in The Wizard of
Oz, when Dorothy steps out
of ‘black and white’ and into
‘technicolour’.
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Susanne Malim, Founder and Creative Director of Jermyn
Street Design, comments: “Our entire team is thrilled to have
our Eurostar uniform recognised by this amazing award. It
was and continues to be a team effort to keep the Eurostar
staff looking amazing, so seeing them wearing the clothes
with such pride is a huge reward in itself.”
JSD was also the winner of one of the most highly competitive
and sought-after awards for the Best Managed Contract for
its Jet2 uniform. JSD re-engineered
the uniform for Jet2’s pilots and
cabin crew, ground ops staff,
engineers and holiday reps.
The annual awards (held this year
at the luxurious Montcalm Hotel,
Marble Arch, London), celebrate
the finest designs, innovation
and work from the professional
clothing industry. The judges
commented that choosing the
winner for Design of the Decade
was ‘incredibly difficult’ and all the
applicants were of ‘outstanding
quality’.
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Design of the Decade

Winner: designed by Vivienne Westwood,
Incorporatewear for their Virgin Atlantic uniforms
Designed by the renowned Vivienne Westwood, one of
the most famous and respected couturiers of all time, this
uniform, made by Incorporatewear, is among the most iconic
ever seen.
A striking and instantly recognisable uniform, it was chosen
as the Design of the Decade, ahead of some very stiff
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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competition. The quality and construction of the fabric
extends the garment life. Consequently, there is less wastage
with coats expected to last up to five years each time instead
of the expected one or two years. All single use plastic was
removed from the packaging of all uniforms.
A triumph for sustainability as well as design.
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PCA VISION Awards

This year’s PCA VISION provided another excellent
showcase for the up and coming talent present in the next
generation.
The awards recognise the importance of developing and
empowering these talented newcomers.

It isn’t only important to believe in the future but to invest in it too.
By inspiring the next generation of designers, it shows that
companies are committed to helping the workers who will, one
day, wear their designs.

Sponsored by YKK and Gerber technology, PCA VISION
welcomed students from far and wide and spawned a huge
range of innovative and ingenious designs that ranged from
bomb disposal wear to tree surgeon’s overalls and from
mountain rescue outfits to airline uniforms.

The overall winning design for the YKK award was from Megan
Patton from Manchester Metropolitan University and it featured
a mountain rescue outfit. The creativity, professionalism,
technical understanding and versatility that it demonstrated
was a testament to Megan’s skill in fashioning a garment for use
in this field.

As well as welcoming students into our industry, this was also
an opportunity for them to learn from the industry’s greatest
key players and entrepreneurs. It was also a chance for the
industry itself to take a look at some truly spectacular talent
and, hopefully, hire them.

By a strange coincidence, the winner of the PCA VISION awards
2019, Ellie Mackinnon from Bedford College, had also designed
and won for mountain rescue protective clothing. It’s unusual to
have two designs for the same kind of equipment both winning
but the two designs were equally noteworthy and innovative.

Through student design competitions like PCA VISION,
employers often discover that it’s the students who teach them
instead of vice versa. It gives manufacturers the chance to see
their technologies come to life in new and innovative ways
because of the students unique and fresh perspectives.

Indeed, the designs from all the students showed tremendous
imagination, innovation and understanding of the demands
made of them. The PPE and the workers they chose to design
for really showed the depth of their understanding.
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Congratulations to everyone involved.
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PCA VISION Winners

The PCA VISION awards in many
ways are the most important awards
of the evening.
They acknowledge the new talent
coming into this business.
They were particularly well represented
this year with some truly remarkable
designs being submitted and
rewarded.
PCA VISION aims to support and
celebrate the next generation. It would
be nice to think that some of the
established businesses present might
recognise the contribution made by
the students and perhaps, offer them a
foot up onto the ladder of progression
they all hope to climb.
Ellie Mackinnon from Bedford College
picked up the PCA VISION overall
winner award for her mountain rescue
outfit. A sturdy and effective design
guaranteed to provide maximum
comfort and protection to the wearer.
Ellie also received a £1,000-pound
cash prize in addition to her certificate
and the striking award.
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Megan Patton from Manchester
Metropolitan University collected the
YKK award 2019 which was presented
to her by Stefania Liberti, showroom
co-ordinator, representing YKK.
Megan’s innovative design was also
for a mountain rescue uniform. An
ingenious design that protects the
wearer and ensures ease of movement
and much needed protection. Megan
also received a cheque for £1,000 to
go with her award.
The final PCA VISION award of the
evening was the PCA VISION Contest
Best University award. This award,
a cheque for £500 and sponsored
by Gerber Technology, went to
Manchester Metropolitan University
and was collected by Megan Patton on
the university’s behalf.
Seeing all the winners and highly
commended students gathered on
the stage together really did seem to
cement the belief that the industry is
in safe hands.
We salute you all.
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The #1 choice when selecting
a garment to keep you both
protected and comfortable in
the toughest of working
environments
To view our complete range
of both mens and ladies
protective clothing, please
visit www.pulsaruk.com

# SUPERIOR
VISIBLY
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Fabrics

Milliken & Company:
Weaving the Future of Textiles
Milliken® & Company prides itself on solving everyday
problems with innovative and intuitive solutions, from flameresistant textiles that are breathable and moisture-wicking
to functional yet beautiful floor covering solutions and novel
chemical performance modifiers that improve the use of
recycled content in plastics.
The company’s breadth and depth of expertise – spanning
performance and protective textiles, floor covering and specialty
chemicals – has elevated the
diversified manufacturer to a
renowned global leader as they
work to solve some of the most
pressing challenges of our time.
Milliken’s unwavering commitment
to ethics guides their work in
adding strength and protection
to products, infusing vibrancy and
color into our surroundings, and
caring for the environment. With
a storied legacy of more than 150
years, the company’s more than
7,000 associates work together
around the world to positively
impact the world for generations
to come.
Milliken has been deeply rooted in the textiles industry from
its early beginnings. One of the largest American-based textile
manufacturers still in existence with 34 locations across the
world, Milliken combines a legacy of quality and expertise to serve
the global textile market with innovative, market-driven solutions.
The Milliken Performance & Protective Textiles division became
well-respected for its dedication to quality, innovation, excellence
and integrity. These values helped Milliken thrive and evolve into
the global manufacturing leader it is today.
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Milliken’s diverse textiles offering is developed in concert with
award-winning research and development capabilities and
collaborative initiatives, resulting in myriad fabric applications
that solve complex textile needs. The portfolio – comprising of
more than 20,000 product SKUs – includes a range of apparel
performance fabrics, among others, to serve industries like
workwear, protective, military and outdoor markets. Illustrated
by 1,800 accumulated textile-related patents, Milliken draws on
its legacy of textiles expertise to
develop cutting-edge technologies
for textile applications.
Born out of early investments
in textile mills in 1884, Milliken’s
emphasis on developing textile
technology has set the company
apart for more than a century
with one of the largest privately
held research facilities worldwide.
Milliken formally established its
research group in 1945 to drive
textile innovation.
The group would go on to
challenge how the industry thinks
about and uses textiles, developing
key forerunners of important technologies to come, like twofor-one yarn twisting and acrylic yarn dying. In the 1950s, for
example, Milliken Research launched Agilon, a stretch yarn used in
one-sized women’s hosiery, propelling the company into a globally
recognized textiles manufacturer.
Thanks to its comprehensive suite of innovative textile solutions
and globally recognized brands like Westex® by Milliken® flameresistant fabrics and Polartec®, recently acquired and known for
outdoor and military fabrics, Milliken has transformed the textiles
industry while meeting the apparel needs of today’s customers.
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Fabrics

Around the world, Milliken fabrics are used in apparel applications
within industries like:

• Industrial FR, which incorporates Westex® by Milliken
flame-resistant fabrics into PPE for oil and gas, utility, and
electrical maintenance workers.

• Fire service, which incorporates Milliken ResQTM textiles
into primary protective bunker gear.

• Police, which incorporates Milliken protective textiles into
uniforms, and stab and ballistic protection.

• Military, which incorporates Milliken protective textiles for
front-line use by all branches of the military along with
performance Milliken fabrics for military dress uniforms.

• Workwear, which incorporates Milliken’s dependable,
comfortable and durable textiles.

Milliken is also one of the few companies in the U.S. to have
received the Malcolm Baldrige Quality and TPM awards, as well
as the European Quality Award, the British Quality Award and
the Canadian Quality Award. Many of Milliken’s innovations are
also recognized award winners, including an R&D 100 Award
for Westex ShieldCXP – the first-ever flame-resistant and
inadvertent chemical-splash resistant textile for laboratory
coats.
Milliken’s Performance & Protective Textiles division continues to
raise the bar of what textile solutions can accomplish, bolstering
their passion for innovation and sustainability with an ethical
mindset. As they help drive the future of the global textiles
industry, the company is united around the world through a
single shared purpose: to strive to positively impact the world for
generations to come.

• Retail and outdoor, which incorporates Polartec® fleece
and soft-shell outwear, among other user-centric Milliken
textiles.
Milliken prides itself on leading the textiles industry with valuesbased business practices. Ever since sustainability became a part
of company culture with the implementation of its first recycling
policy in the early 1900s, Milliken continues to lead sustainability
efforts to help protect and preserve the world around us. The
company implements wide-ranging sustainability measures,
including intentional resource management and landfill diversion, to
create smart textiles responsibly. Milliken’s manufacturing facilities
carry ISO 14001 certification – the highest global standard for
environmental responsibility.

Milliken & Company is proud to be the
partner of the 2020 Summit & Awards

+44 (0)1908 411 415

A company-wide commitment to excellence led Milliken to be
named among the 2019 World’s Most Ethical Companies list as
compiled by Ethisphere – one of only eight companies included on
the list every year since the award’s inception in 2007.
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leah@pciaw.org

www.pciaw.org

textiles.milliken.com

@MillikenandCo

+39.348.4222.936

@MillikenandCo

textiles@milliken.com

Milliken & Company
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Clothing

Raymond: Making the
best better.
On June 19th at the PCIAW® sponsored Professional Clothing Awards, Raymond won
the coveted Best Manufacturer/Distributor award. One of our editors, Leah Westcott
Graham, spoke to Sanjay Behl, CEO of Raymond, to discover his plans for the
company and how he can improve on what is already a huge force within the industry.
1. What are your thoughts about the PCIAW® and the recent
global win as – “Best Manufacturer” at the Professional Clothing
Awards?
In the rapidly growing professional clothing industry, comprising of
multifaceted sectors, the Professional Clothing Industry Association
Worldwide (PCIAW®) has successfully executed the herculean task
of bringing together professionals from across the different sectors,
and from around the world, to establish a tenacious voice for the
industry. It has helped its members discover new opportunities for
their business, extend their reach, explore new business avenues
and strengthen their position in this progressing industry. As a
multi-sector business, I believe there is a lot to benefit from this
coalescence which will be brought about by the PCIAW®. Raymond
has always strived to excel in every arena that it has ventured into,
and we consider this a moment of prestige to be recognized as “Best
Manufacturer” by a body so closely intertwined with the industry.
This will definitely serve as a huge motivator for us to delve deeper
into outperforming ourselves in the future and bring in many more
such awards onto our mantelpiece, which is why we are proud to be
members of the PCIAW®.
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2. How has Raymond successfully stood its ground in
competitive B2B corporate wear business?
Raymond, leveraging its competencies gained through almost a
century of experience, has always stayed ahead of the curve in
serving the needs of our institutional customers with exponential YOY
growth achieved with CAGR of 35%. We utilize our state-of-the-art
in-house design and pattern making capabilities to address dynamic
consumer demands and also function as an end-to-end solution
provider from design to delivery. This has helped us service diverse
sectors such as Automobile, Airlines, Defence, Pharma, Manufacturing
& Education. Our esteemed clients include Audi, Toyota, Mercedes
& Fiat, many leading players in the Indian Aviation space, The Indian
Army and a whole host of distinguished multinationals. Our strong inhouse fabric and garment manufacturing plants with 5 manufacturing
facilities produce worsted Poly Viscose, Cotton and Linen fabric with a
capacity of over 130 million meters and our 6 garment manufacturing
facilities in India and Ethiopia cater to retail brands worldwide. Being a
world class suit manufacturer, we cater to prestigious clients including
the likes of Calvin Klein, Banana Republic, Express clothing, Jos A
Bank, The Menswear house, J.C Penny, Target and Ralph Lauren in the
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Our made-to-measure offering, a first in market personalized service
of premium clothing, has been launched in the U.S. in collaboration
with Macy’s. We also offer Khadi, a handspun hand woven fabric, that
helps thousands of artisans and clusters earn their livelihood, thus
enabling fulfilling lives. Our superior product, assurance of quality and
distinguished clients have been instrumental in us not just standing
our ground, but marching ahead in the competitive B2B corporatewear
business.
3. In your view, how has a 90-year-old company like Raymond
outperformed the overall industry? Can you cite reasons?
As part of ‘Raymond Reimagined’ vision, we have purposefully invested
in evolving our brand proposition and pivoted every single node of
organisational value chain on ‘customer centricity’. Over the past few
years in our transformation journey, we have stayed sharply focused
on the following key fundamentals:
Product: There has been a significant momentum on many pioneering
innovations with the launch of new products like Techno fresh fabric
and Raymond Blacks; new product
segments like light weight jackets,
auto fit shirts and combo packs;
new business segments like Linen,
Ethnics and Khadi (Handspun
cloth associated with the Indian
Freedom Movement); new
platforms like tailoring hubs and
made-to-measure for casual wear;
new product functionalities like
anti-crease and stretchable fabrics;
new technologies like 3D printed
accessories and ‘do-it-yourself’
clothing line and many more.

over 2 years now. For the Top 25 business and functional leaders, we
partnered with Singularity University, USA, to instil exponential growth
thinking and operating framework within the organisation.
4. What is one monumental moment of your professional life?
Can you elaborate further on that?
The monumental moments in my professional life have been around
changing industry and setting myself up for a fresh start every
decade. However, I have been fortunate to have worked with and
learn from some of the finest people, best brands, reputed businesses
and world-renowned organisations. I started my career with
Hindustan Unilever in 1993; and every day, of a little over a decade
spent in HUL, was inspiring and invigorating. The next decade of my
career in the telecom industry between Nokia India and Reliance
Group provided me with an unmatched excitement of scaling-up
businesses from mere ideas; this opened me up to the true power of
dreaming with my eyes open. And the last 5 years with Raymond have
given me an opportunity to ride a completely new learning curve, both
as an industry and as a leader.
5. What is the biggest challenge that you have ever faced? And
how did you manage to come out of it?
Early in my career as a sales manager
at HUL, I was confronted with the
challenge of diffusing the first ever
trade boycott of Unilever products
in India for want of higher retail
margin. Creating direct-to-consumer
distribution channels, managing the
militant trade amicably, constantly
engaging with the organizational
leadership, providing measured
responses to media and eventually
manoeuvring an unconditional
withdrawal of product boycott
helped me gain tremendous
confidence as a business leader at a
fairly young age.

Our B2B businesses have been
offering a one-stop solution for
international brands – from design
Yogita Sali and Ram Bhatnagar from Raymond Ltd., accepting the award for 6. Which key decision of yours do
to retail management – enabling
Best Manufacturer/Distributor, flanked by John Miln and Anton Du Beke
you still cherish?
us to win over bigger premium
accounts and deepen their business relationships with Raymond.
There have been many decisions and defining moments that have
shaped my career over the last 25 years and my personal life to
Brand & Reach: Raymond is India’s No.1 lifestyle brand with
date, and hence it is really difficult for me to single out one key
ubiquitous awareness, strong consumer preference and an unmatched
decision.
retail reach. The brand reach now extends to over 600 towns, 1400
exclusive brand stores and 30,000+ retail points. It consistently ranks
as the most trusted brand in Textile and Apparel sector.
Our strategy to stay focused on four of our in-house Power Brands
– Raymond, Park Avenue, ColorPlus and Parx, while expanding reach
is paying significant dividends. We have launched new retail models
across tiers like mini Raymond stores, Ceremonial and Atelier Lounge.
People: Raymond has a multi-pronged strategy to develop and retain
high potential talent. Raymond has been consistently featuring in
the ‘Great Place to Work’ for manufacturing and retail sides of our
businesses. We launched Raymond Leadership Academy with an
objective to impart focused and purposeful training inputs to Top
10% of high potential and high performing talent. Subsumed in this
platform is the fast‐track leadership acceleration program for young
emerging business and functional leaders in collaboration with
Cambridge University. I have personally been mentoring the 30 of
the brightest under 40 years of age, talent in Lifestyle Business for
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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But if I have to pick one decision amongst the top few, my decision
to become an integral part of Raymond’s on-going transformational
journey would be right up there. What inspired me initially to join
the textile industry was an opportunity to work for an iconic brand
– Raymond. But the final decision to switch from a new age wireless
industry to a seemingly more conventional textile & apparel industry
was triggered by the enormity of the challenge on offer in my role as
a leader of this 9-decade old behemoth – which was to transform a
legacy market leading textile fabric organisation into a contemporary
and cutting-edge fashion, lifestyle and retail institution.
With over 5 years into this journey now and the real transformation
of the brand to its true leverage yet to truly unfold, I have felt only
more exhilarated and inspired with every passing moment by the
exponential growth opportunity in this hyper connected planet,
limitless potential of my brands, a fiercely committed team and
institution called Raymond.
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U.S., Moss Bros, Charles Tyrwhitt, Jaeger in the U.K and others such
as Dressman (Norway), Konaka (Japan) & Sacoor (Portugal).

Clothing

7. What is the greatest lesson you have learnt in your career?
Greatest lesson which I have learnt is that “Winning is a state of
mind and not the market.” We almost always win in the mind before it
gets actualized in reality. Over the years, I have learnt that a winning
mind-set can be cultivated – be it business, sports or any other field.
Cultivating a winning mind-set involves dreaming big, courageous goal
setting, meticulous planning, and visualizing the journey and feeling as
a winner. Exponential growth starts by setting bold goals basis ‘Total
Addressable Opportunity (Future based)’ and not limiting them merely
to the ‘Total Addressable Market (Current based)’. This requires us
to stop framing future basis on our
existing mental models. Thereafter
we need to fuel the bold goals with
diligent processes and ruthless
discipline.

10. What is your vision for the company? Where do you want to
take it in the next few years? What will be the projected top-line
by then?
My near-term vision for Raymond group is to emerge as a cuttingedge men’s fashion and retail conglomerate in India, and in select
global markets by 2022. Raymond brand will continue to build on
its position as classic bridge-to-luxury offering for the full wardrobe
needs of a discerning male with a brand purpose to make men
‘look good’. In the long run, my vision for Raymond is to evolve as a
unique ‘lifestyle’ platform with a compelling brand purpose to make
consumers ‘feel good’, with its
offerings going beyond just the full
wardrobe solutions, extending into
a few relevant categories like male
grooming and personal care.
Raymond will soon become a leading
exponent of sustainability in the
corporate world. We have already
initiated a slew of measures to
dramatically reduce our footprint on
environment. We will also be leading
the supplier of socially responsible
and sustainable products.

8. What are the various organic
and inorganic growth plans that
you have set for the company?
Over the last 5 years, the company
has more than doubled its revenue,
tripled its profit and increased the
enterprise value by over four times.
Apart from the continued growth in
all the core segments of Raymond,
the company has successfully forayed
into many new segments like branded
shirting, ethnic clothing, Khadi etc.
and has setup Raymond subsidiaries
in the U.S., Europe, Japan and middleeastern markets. All of this has been
done organically.
As we come close to the end of our
‘Vision 2020’ journey, we embarked
upon a strategic navigation exercise a few months back to start
crystalizing the ‘Destination 2025’ direction for Raymond Lifestyle
Business. We are targeting 2X revenue, 3X Profit & 5X valuation by
2025.
At this juncture, we are not actively looking for inorganic opportunities
for growth. However, in case of any interesting proposition, we stay
open to evaluating stake buy, sale or out-licensing opportunities in
adjacent areas or consumer technology platform related investments.
9. Any plans for further diversification in your product portfolio?
Expanding into the full wardrobe is a key strategy pillar for Raymond.
Raymond Apparel has seen a 10% improvement in sales contribution
from newer categories over the last 5 years. This will further improve
by another 10% over the next 3 years. In addition, up to 40% of
Raymond branded textiles business will be coming from high impact
product innovation.

One of our endeavours is to stay
invested in, and continue creating,
inclusive growth models spanning
areas of employability-linked relevant
skilling, world-class education, create
market linkages for handloom and
Khadi sector. Over the last 2 years
alone, we also have opened 51
franchise based tailoring hubs across
16 states in India thereby creating an
annual conversion capacity of 2 million meters of fabric. Not only has it
instilled tremendous pride and dignity of work amongst tailors, it has
also helped them double their incomes by seamless integration with
Raymond’s tailoring ecosystem.
We have also been actively working with 150 Khadi producing clusters
across 16 states in India. In the process, we have generated 3 million
man-hours of employment at 30% higher wages for the weaving
community. The first Khadi store by Raymond was opened at Kala
Ghoda, Mumbai in February 2019. With world-class product quality
and steadily increasing sourcing capability, we are committed to make
Khadi a global currency of fashion from India.
With its array of iconic power brands in Lifestyle space, the continually
strengthening core foundation of diverse platforms and digital ecosystems, ever expanding retail reach and strong macros of India’s
consumption driven economy ahead, Raymond is well positioned to
more than double its revenue over the next 4 to 5 years.

We have been building sourcing, product & retail strength in
Innerwear, Accessories, Active wear, Denim & Footwear. Already
some of our stores have just the footwear contribution reaching as
high as 15%.
In the medium to long run, we will be expanding our Ethnics and
Ceremonial wear footprint quite aggressively. We will also initiate
Raymond’s entry into woman workwear soon. Another segment
of high focus will be putting Raymond MTM (Made to Measure)
offerings on a global map, especially in the US, Europe and Japan.
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www.raymond.in

/RaymondLimited

1800 221 001

@TheRaymondLtd

consumercarecell@raymond.in

/raymond-limited
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Tephra Reflect 2.0
Hardwearing, super warm jacket
that’s ideal when out in seriously
chilly conditions.

Tephra Reflect Vest
Highly insulated vest loaded with
heat retaining technology, offers
excellent performance in winter.

Hydrodown insulation
for warmth even in
wet conditions

Warmth
where you
need it

Technology that
reflects body heat
back to your core

www.theoutdoorscompany.co.uk
sales@theoutdoorscompany.co.uk
01270 757890
Berghaus Hydrodown and Reflect technology keep you up to 20%* warmer, even in wet conditions. Contains RDS
certified down, meaning it’s MakeKind™ commitment to creating high-performance gear that’s kinder to the planet.
*vs the same jacket withoutBReflect
technology
w w w.p ciaw.org		
uyers’
Guide
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The Importance of
Size and Fit

Correct size and fit continue to be a key talking point in the
professional clothing industry.

Organized sizing days and fitting sessions, together with pre-sampling,
wearer trials and inventory over-build are becoming increasingly
challenging for suppliers, with high costs, time-consuming
processes and an ongoing headache of returned uniforms that
don’t quite fit.

a brazenly clear need within the industry for alterative fitting and
recommendation solutions. At the same time, Sizer continually heavily
invests time and resources in collecting “ground truth” of people’s
body measurements to build our dataset and ensure we achieve the
highest accuracy.
How important is it to keep ahead of competitors with the
launch of new products?

Companies are starting to search for tools and technologies that can
help streamline this process and stay ahead of the game.

It’s critical to any business, with a long-range pipeline being key to
growth.

Sizer Technologies is a young start-up company which has developed
game-changing fit technology that obtains
accurate body measurements of workers and
provides size recommendations to achieve bestfitting clothing and uniforms.

Have you ever looked at a competitor’s new product and
wished it had been yours?

A leader in its field, Sizer’s computer vision
technology consists of a mobile app, which via
any mobile device camera, directs the user to
stand in a few specific poses, whilst images are
taken, which are then converted into accurate
measurements using deep learning algorithms and
determine correct garment size.

1. What can we learn from them and do better
2. What are they doing worse than us

Sizer has now customized its app, SizerPro, for the uniform industry,
with a multi-scan platform option, which enables the very quick
and efficient measuring of many employees in one location. All
measurement data is linked to customized dashboards for easy
management of data and reporting requirements.
A remote home scanning feature is also available for any absent
or travelling workers, where
each person can easily scan
themselves from home using
their mobile phone, with all data
being transmitted to the client
dashboard.
SizerPro can also be easily
integrated into any B2B or B2C
website platform, via an API or
SDK, where at the click of a button, any pre-scanned user will receive
his size recommendation for the clothing item selected online.
Sizer’s Platform will benefit the industry on a number of levels:
• Removes need for manual on-site fitting sessions,
eliminating human error
• Lowers returns, increases revenues
• Reduces pre-sampling, after production alterations
• Saves inventory over-build
How much of your time/resources as a business is devoted to
the creation of new products?
An integral part of our product development process, has been spent
meeting with and speaking to dozens of potential users & industry
experts to talk about their challenges and pain points, and there is
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Knowing who your competitors are, and what they
are offering, can be critical in helping to make your
products or services stand out and to succeed in
the market. At Sizer we like to look at competitors
from three different angles and then strategically
use this information to improve our own product
development and performance.

3. What are they doing the same as us
Sizer is driven by excellence and strives to provide the best solution
in the market that really takes the industry’s pain-points head on. A
recent independent study of male users by Deloitte USA, selected
Sizer as Best in Class for measurement accuracy, when compared to
other fitting solutions, and to the manual measurements taken by a
master tailor.
How important is marketing
and publicity when it comes to
launching a new product?
Effective marketing & PR when
launching a new product can
mean the difference between
success and failure. Whilst being
fundamental to a successful
launch, it can be a unique
challenge for many new start-ups, such as Sizer, due to limited
resources, whether it’s time, money or talent. However, together with
smart planning and lots creativity, even very small budgets can help to
drive initial awareness, educate the customer, scale the product, bring
traction and sell more.
In the clothing industry that is increasingly predicated on disruption
and innovation, Sizer has found that together with a strong PR and
digital plan, the “in-person experience”
of event marketing can be the perfect
channel for communicating about new
products on a more personal one-toone basis – with events like the PCIAW
Summit being a great starting point.
To learn more visit https://sizer.me
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Discussing the Merits of Uniform
By Charles Wilson, UK Sales Manager at Carrington Textiles with
comments from Carrington’s customer; Charlotte Clarke, Commercial
Director at Alsico.

Background:
Carrington are the UK’s largest workwear fabric manufacturer
and Alsico are the UK’s largest manufacturer and distributor of
clothing for people at work, supplying over 3.5 million garments a
year to the UK market. Both are UK-based businesses with strong
teams who work closely together. This strategic partnership is
built on a shared goal – one that provides the end-user with
maximum safety and comfort. Charles and Charlotte have
provided their insight on the role of uniform and how it can play
a part in employees’ mental health and well-being.
1. Does uniform foster a sense of belonging in staff?
Charles: “In the workplace, uniforms can inspire a sense of team
spirit – a feeling that you and
your colleagues stand together. It
indicates that you share a common
goal.”
Charlotte: “In the public domain,
we often look for ‘somebody
who has a uniform on’ when we
need assistance - and we have
expectations from that individual
based on the brand we are
interacting with. Ultimately, that
uniform tells people you are the
right person to talk to.”

“When your company is prepared to invest in a quality garment to
clothe you – one that fits your needs, and the requirements of the
industry – it sends a message that you and your well-being are
valued.”
4. Why is a uniform more important than, for instance, just
a name badge, when it comes to differentiating individual
wearers?
Charles: “Unlike a name badge, a uniform can be created and tailored
for different requirements – it’s not just one size fits all. Aspects
such as gender, size, preferred colour and industry can all be taken
into account to personalise the garment according to the wearer’s
preference.
“Getting the size and shape of an individual’s uniform correct means
employees will be happy wearing that clothing and are proud to
represent the business, both inside and out of work.”
Charlotte: “Uniforms can be so diverse and can fulfil various business
strategies. As a uniform supplier, we
are constantly being kept on our toes
by the requests we get from customers
seeking modifications to their uniform
for increased comfort, improved
functionality and to enhance their
workers’ sense of well-being.”
5. Tell us the useful purposes you
think uniform serve?
Charles: “As well as boosting team
morale, a uniform can act as a great
leveller. It promotes unity and can
bring people together regardless of
background differentiators such as
class, creed or colour.

2. Can uniforms be a source of
pride for the people who wear it?
Charles: “We strive to produce
fabrics that offer comfort,
protection and durability, but also
flexibility in design. This allows
Alsico to create clothing that any worker would feel proud to wear
and enjoy wearing on a regular basis.
Charlotte: “As well as instilling a sense of pride and commonality
amongst workers, uniforms can also eliminate the need for early
morning decision-making. It is commonly rumoured that some of the
world’s most well-known leaders wear identical clothes every day to
keep focus on the job at hand, not their appearance!”
3. Can uniforms instil a sense of worth in the wearer?
Charlotte: “By providing employees with a uniform, companies are
not just asking their employees to both look the part and play their
part – from a health and safety perspective, the uniform carries a
strong safety message protecting the wearer from various hazardous
environments. Ultimately, organisations want employees to return
home to their loved ones safely at the end of a working day.”
Charles: “For example, we worked together to develop Flamestat
360 WS for one of Alsico’s customers. Ideal for refineries and other
industries using solvents or flammable gases, this multifunctional
fabric provides excellent protection from hazards such as heat, flame,
static, chemicals and molten metal splashes.”
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“It also helps to provide a sense of
purpose; when workers put on their
uniform in the morning, they understand that, from then on, they are
on duty and must act with the professionalism their organisation
would expect of them.”
Charlotte: “I am yet to come across an organisation or individual who
has wanted to get rid of uniforms completely – instead, it is about
the evolution of uniforms, adapting to new workplace norms and
doing everything possible to maintain the all-round well-being of the
worker.
“While uniform is certainly not the sole solution to mental health
issues that derive from work, it would seem foolish to disregard the
role it plays.”

Conclusion
Charles and Charlotte: “We’re both looking forward to continuing
our long-standing relationship, and excited to discover how
uniforms will evolve further in the future. Together we’ll be working
hard to improve worker well-being through what they wear. “
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Uniform in the workplace generally has a
positive impact on the mental health of
employees. It promotes a sense of pride,
belonging and self-assurance. It negates the
concerns over what to wear and whether
one’s own choice of attire will be suitable and
meet with the approval of
others in the work place.
Whilst not wearing uniform encourages
individuality, it also can give rise to
competition amongst employees and
promote a feeling of low self-esteem for
those who maybe do not either have the
money or the sense of style to compete on a
level playing field with their colleagues.
For many people, finding something suitable
to wear each day can contribute to anxiety
and increased stress levels, so having a
uniform for work eliminates that pressure of
finding the perfect outfit to wear each day.
By providing a uniform, the employer gives employee’s more
disposable income to enjoy other pursuits, which can also help to
improve mental health and well-being.

specifically for the demands of the job. This can also apply to
basic practicality issues of some garments, for instance, a skirt
with a part elasticated waistband and a shirt made to a slightly
longer length can ensure a garment remains tucked in, adding to
the confidence of the wearer.
At Sugdens, we find our embroidery service is an extra effective
way to promote a sense of pride and belonging. Wearers can have
their names embroidered on workwear
for extra personalisation. Of course,
embroidered uniforms work well for the
customer as well, who can then easily
identify staff wearing the company colours
and logo. This gives less stress and anxiety
to customers, who can easily identify the
person they should speak to, should they
require assistance.
Of course, nobody is suggesting that a
work uniform is the miracle cure for the
complex issue of poor mental health.
But the role it plays in promoting pride,
self-confidence and a feeling of belonging
shouldn’t be underestimated. At the very
least, having a uniform gives the
wearer one less thing to think
about before heading out to
work.

Uniforms, for the most part, enhance performance. The wearer
feels part of a team and the wider organisation which
wmsugdens.co.uk
gives them a feeling of self-worth, resulting in them
feeling happier, more content and even more focused.
01924 375 951

/wmsugdens

Safety concerns can also be addressed with a
work uniform, with a number of garments designed

/sugdens
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Uniforms and
Mental Health

sugdens@wsg.co.uk
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The Importance of Branding
A strong identity is very important
in business these days. It makes it
easier for customers to identify with
you, creates trust and helps to build a
strong reputation.
That is where
branding comes in.

Over recent years, we have seen an increase in our
customers wanting to incorporate their branding into all of
their workwear provisions, from t-shirts to formal shirts, to
outerwear and even trousers. To keep up with this demand,
we have in-house embroidery machines to add logos and
finishing touches to uniforms. We also have the facility to
heat-seal garments in both large and small format
sizes.
Branding your workwear is the quickest, most effective
way of creating a visible identity, ensuring your staff
are immediately recognisable. Customers are also far
more likely to interact with your employees if they are
clearly identifiable.

More than just a smart logo
design, branding is the
very essence of how you
want your business to be
perceived by people.

Branding is key to developing that
professional relationship that helps the
customer to feel at ease, allowing them
to instantly identify the person who can
help with their query.

At Sugdens, when we
underwent our recent rebranding, just over a year
ago, we wanted to convey our
rich history whilst showcasing
our modern, forward thinking
approach in the industry. We
recognised what we did well and where we
needed to improve and put in a lot of effort to
ensure we conveyed ourselves as a leader in our industry.
Branding isn’t just about differentiating yourself from the
competition. The aim is to ensure customers see you as a
dependable thought leader who addresses their needs or
problems better than anybody else.
The colours you use can trigger a variety of emotions in a
customer. For instance, blue is traditionally seen as a colour
that invokes trust, white carries the message of purity and
cleanliness, whilst black portrays a classic, traditional feeling.
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In the age of the internet,
a company’s image has
more touchpoints than
ever before. Reaching
out to people through
websites and social
media as well as more
traditional formats, it’s
more important than ever to ensure your branding remains
strong and consistent across all these touchpoints. With the
marketplace more crowded than ever before, great branding
can make all the difference.
At Sugdens, we can help with all your branding needs, helping
your company to project a smart, professional image you can
be proud of.
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Celebrating 150 Years...
Sugdens would like to thank everyone at the PCIAW® for
hosting us at the Professional Clothing Awards 2019.

We were very proud to gain the ‘Highly Commended’ award in
the Best Managed Contract (Major) Category.

To be part of the 10th year of the awards, amongst 300 guests in
such prestigious surroundings as the Montcalm, Marble Arch, Hotel
in London, was truly memorable.

150 years in business is all well and good, but this ‘Highly
Commended’ award is one for the present Sugdens team to
celebrate and shows us we’re still serving our customers well.

Of course, we were also celebrating a milestone of our own, the
150th anniversary of Sugdens.

This was awarded for the fully managed service we provide
for St John Ambulance, as well as a few other clients. As well
as the design work we put into the uniform, we fully manage
every aspect of uniform provision on their behalf. This includes
managing a secure order portal for all the St John Ambulance
workforce and volunteers to order their uniforms, storage in our
warehousing and efficient dispatch service.

It gives everyone involved with Sugdens great pride to be part of
a company with such a rich, long standing heritage. To be able to
celebrate such a great achievement with colleagues, valued clients
and our peers in the industry meant a lot to us.
It was an equally great privilege to be presented
with a cake, which was cut by our Chairman,
Richard Donner and Managing Director, John
Donner and shared among the guests that
evening.

In celebration of our 150th year, we were given
the opportunity to play a special anniversary video to the gathered
guests, which we had made to showcase not just our heritage but
also the services that we offer today and the things we hope to
achieve in the future.
The ceremony kicked off with the PCA Vision Awards, celebrating
innovative student designs of stylish, functional professional
clothing. We were delighted to see the up and coming talent in the
field of workwear design.
With nominations for two awards, one for ‘Design of the Decade’
for our St John Ambulance Uniform and one for the Best Managed
Contract (Major), we were hopeful of some success.

It was a surprise and honour to also be
presented with a very special award designed to commemorate
our 150 years in the Textile Industry! The fantastic looking trophy
now takes pride of place in our Reception area at Head Office.
Managing Director John Donner addressed the guests, stating
how proud he was of the company and excited for its future
within the industry.
It was a truly memorable
evening that we were
delighted to be a part
of. We hope it’s just
another step in years of
many more successes
to come.

The St John Ambulance Uniform was an award winner back in 2012
and took its place in a line-up of other notable
wmsugdens.co.uk
successes. If we were going to lose, we can’t be
ashamed to lose out to Vivienne Westwood and
01924 375 951
her collaboration with Incorporatewear for the
sugdens@wsg.co.uk
iconic Virgin Atlantic uniform.
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The service we provide touches a number
of Sugdens staff, from Account Manager to
Customer Service to the Warehouse team,
so this award is truly appreciated by all at
Sugdens.

“It was great to share our
birthday celebrations and
a big thank you to all our
customers.”
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Equipped for all Elements
Pioneers of performance co-ordinated active wear, SPIRO
garments are designed to meet the rigorous requirements of
the active wearer and meet requirements of the modern-day
sportsperson.

drying, features a ribbed collar, 3 button placket (with spare) and top
stitched shoulder and sleeve detailing. It is available in a wide colour
range, is tag free for own branding and ideal for water-based inks
print. In sizes 2XS- 5XL it is also suitable for transfer and embroidery.

With products that offer cooling and wicking fabrics ideal for
exertive activities, as well as protective garments that keep the
wearer comfortable in adverse conditions, while allowing the skin
to breathe, SPIRO offers activewear for all occasions in-line with
current fashion trends.

Essential to the range, the S180X SPIRO Micro-Lite Team Jacket is
water repellent, wind resistant, breathable, extremely lightweight and
quick drying, for ultimate performance, protection and comfort. Made
from Cool Dry mesh fabric, the ergonomically designed sport jacket
is the perfect fitness top, providing a protective layer for warming up
or on cooler days. The S180X features jacquard cut feature panels,
reflective piping for added visibility in low light conditions, full front
zip fastening and two side pockets. The S180X
SPIRO Micro-Lite Team Jacket is unisex and
is available in sizes XS-2XL various colour
combinations and is suitable for embroidery
and transfer print.

Part of SPIRO’s popular IMPACT Fitness Wear range, the S287X
Impact Performance Aircool Tee is an air-dry soft mesh fabric
tee with High Tec stretch that provides
the ultimate in comfort and performance
during sports or work wear. Classed as a
performance shirt, the S287X Aircool features
a quick-dry finish and moisture-wicking fibers
to keep the wearer dry and cool. The high
elastane content means it envelopes the body
with stretch, comfort and exceptional elasticity
for excellent shape retention for maximum
movement and recovery power, and superior
drape.
Features of the t-shirt include; full fit for
comfort wear, top stitched shoulder and
sleeve detail, quick-dry pique knit fabric for
breathability, high tec stretch with brilliant
shape retention and feather weight with
enhanced drape & feel for a flattering fit. The
garment is label-free and ready to brand so perfect for club, team
and work wear. It is especially suitable for water-based inks, as well
as embroidery and transfer application. It is available in sizes 2XS –
5XL in 17 colourways.
Following the success of the S287X Performance Tee, SPIRO
introduces its S288X Performance Aircool Polo. Offering the same
technical properties as the S287X, the air-dry soft mesh fabric polo
with HighTec stretch offers brilliant retention and superior drape.
Classed as a performance polo, the S288X is breathable and quick-
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Part of SPIRO’s collection, the highly technical
S260X Reflectex Hi-Vis Jacket is fully loaded
with features to meet the needs of the
dedicated athlete. The S260X Jacket is
extremely lightweight and offers showerproof
protection. Constructed from soft athletic
quick-dry fabric this is the ultimate sports
jacket and features a breathable mesh back
panel, EN1SO 20471:2013 certification for 360o
visibility in low light conditions, zip closing
front side and center back pockets and a
streamlined longer back panel for extended
weather protection. Available in sizes 2XS - 4XL in Neon White, it is
tag-free, ready-to-brand and is suitable for transfer and embroidery.
SPIRO garments are held in stock in every size and colour, offering
clubs and teams reliable, consistent availability for uniform top-ups or
colour refreshing. The complete range of SPIRO activewear is easily
available through SPIRO’s European network of distributors offering
full range product availability and exceptional customer service.
For further information about SPIRO, please visit the website:
www.spiroactivewear.com
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V12’s New Safety Trainers Win ‘Best Innovation in Footwear’ Award
On the evening of Wednesday 19th June 2019, at The Montcalm
in Marble Arch, London, V12 footwear attended the prestigious
10th Annual Professional Clothing Awards Ceremony.
The Professional Clothing Awards was established to recognise and
reward exceptional Workwear, Corporate Clothing and PPE from
around the world, with a record number of entries being submitted
across a number of categories, the highly sought-after crystal
awards are becoming even harder to
get a hold of!
V12 were nominated for two
categories, the ‘Best Innovation in
Footwear’ and ‘Best Catalogue’ and
were thrilled to walk away as the
winners of the ‘best innovation in
footwear’ and were highly commended
in the ‘best catalogue’ category.
The winning footwear is V12’s brand
new trainer and hiker range that
was developed to address the lack
of properly fitted safety footwear
for women. The project took 18 months to develop and has helped
increase the current options for correctly fitted women’s PPE, which
they hope will also help encourage more women pursue careers in
industries that are mainly male dominated.
V12’s Edition 20 Catalogue, which includes industry specific footwear
sections for easy browsing and a visually pleasing layout, was highly
commended at the ceremony.

Daniel Moors, Sales Director for V12 Footwear commented:
“It’s an absolute honour and superb achievement to be recognised in
an area we work so hard in and are very passionate about. We have
and will continue to embrace new technologies and better materials
to protect our wearers and we look forward to continued success in
bringing new and innovative products, just like our safety trainers and
hiker range into the health and safety footwear industry.”
V12 have already received some great
feedback on the range, especially from Jessica
Tozer, a Technical Team Leader working in
Electrical Manufacturing who commented:
“Firstly I have narrow size 5.5 UK feet and it’s
a nightmare to find decent ladies safety boots
(that aren’t pink or cost £££s) These boots fit
very comfortably and tighten nicely around
my feet that I don’t have to wear thick work
socks on hot days like today! They have good
grip, even on slippery surfaces. I wore them
in a number of industries; bakeries, abattoirs
courier sites etc. These boots also saved my
feet last week, a pump truck carrying 600kg of weight rolled over my
feet due to user error. If I hadn’t have been wearing boots I would have
been seriously injured, instead I had very minor bruising on one foot.”
By embracing new technologies and better materials V12 have walked
away with the recognition they deserve, and I’m sure there will be
many more award winning ranges to come.
For more information please contact: ayla.wadsworth@v12footwear.com

OUR NEW MEN’S & WOMEN’S

AWARD WINNING
TRAINER AND HIKER RANGE
Interested in the range? Please call us on 01249 651900
or email sales@v12footwear.com

Follow us on social for the latest
industry insights, V12 news and more.
@v12footwear

Fabrics

FABRIC & FIBRE VOICE
CALVELEX
CALVELEX is based in the North of Portugal, in the very heart of the Portuguese textiles industry, one of the most
important textile-manufacturing regions in the European Union. Since 1985, CALVELEX has devoted itself to clothes
manufacturing and it has always striven to accompany as closely as possible the growth that has taken place within
the sector. The constant updating of technological equipment and production processes, along with the training and
motivation of the human resources involved, mean that CALVELEX manufacturing units have achieved a degree of
efficiency, which place CALVELEX among the most successful competitors in the sector on a national level.
Monte do Calvelo, E.N 106 nº 1132, 4620-256 Lustosa, Portugal Tel: +351 255 880 320 Web: http://www.calvelex.com

A W Hainsworth
Hainsworth’s expertise in protective clothing has always gone beyond just manufacturing fabric, since supplying Fire
brigades with protective fabrics over 100 years ago, Hainsworth have continued to set the benchmark in innovative
protective fabric for today’s modern emergency service personnel with their range of patented technologies.

A W Hainsworth & Sons LTD Web: www.protectsyou.co.uk.

A W Hainsworth & Sons LTD Web: www.protectsyou.co.uk.
Julie
Greenough
Marketing
Manager
E: juliegreenough@hainsworth.co.ukT: 0113
T: 0113
0391
F: 0113
5686
Julie
Greenough
Marketing
Manager
E: juliegreenough@hainsworth.co.uk
257257
0391
F: 0113
395395
5686

Carrington Workwear Ltd
The largest producer of workwear fabrics in the UK, exporting to more than 70 countries worldwide, with over
60% of our products going to new markets. Over 35 million metres of fabric are produced annually. Throughout
Europe and beyond, millions of people go about their tasks in workwear made from Carrington fabrics. New
ideas to meet the most stringent performance requirements encountered in diverse areas such as heavy
industry, light engineering, food processing, retail, distribution, pharmaceutical, healthcare and defence.

Carrington Workwear Ltd., Market Street, Adlington nr Chorley. Lancashire PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850 Web: www.carrington.co.uk

Sofileta Advanced Textiles
SOFILETA is part of a family-run industrial Group specialising in the design and production of technical textile components.
Since the Group’s creation in 1911, we have developed extensive textile expertise and progressively integrated a wide
range of professions: warping, weaving, knitting, dyeing, finishing and laminating.
Our vertical integration, allied with the quality of our organisation, allows us to not only produce highly-reliable
technical textile components - but also offer excellent service to our customers.
Tel: + 33 (0) 474 435 454 Email: cclark_sofileta@btinternet.com Web: www.sofileta.com/en

W. L. Gore & Associates
Gore’s prominent position in the workwear market can be attributed to two key factors: their creation and development of
an extremely wide range of functional and technical fabrics which are waterproof, breathable and windproof; and its policy
of establishing close brand partnerships with leading manufacturers. Gore Workwear offers the highest quality standard
of PPE by tailoring the application of its technical fabric to the specific requirements of the end user. Gore garments and
footwear provide durable protection which will last longer, need replacing less often and offer value for money.
www.gore-workwear.co.uk Contact Gore on 0800-833357

Sympatex
Sympatex Technologies has been one of the leading global suppliers of high tech functional materials in clothing,
footwear, accessories, protective workwear (Contract & Workwear) and technical applications. Sympatex
is represented in more than 20 countries with its headquarter in Munich/Unterföhring. Sympatex develops,
manufactures and sells membranes, laminates, functional textiles, finished products and bespoke end products for
a range of applications with selected partners all over the world. Sympatex materials are optimal breathable, 100%
windproof and waterproof and are manufactured using completely recyclable membranes.
The technologies and processes are based on the principle of ecological responsibility and sustainability.
Sympatex Technologies GmbH Sonja Zajontz Feringastraße 7a 85774 Unterföhring/Germany
+49 (0) 89 9400 58-300 info@sympatex.com
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For more than 45 years, CORDURA® fabrics have been selected by makers of high performance gear and apparel
where durability counts. CORDURA® fabrics are synonymous with high durability and are the fabrics of choice for
many top brands known for making tough, long-lasting products.
Manufactured by authorised fabric producers around the world, the principal CORDURA® fabric collections use
INVISTA’s high tenacity nylon 6,6 fibre technology and offer excellent abrasion resistance and tear & tensile
strength. CORDURA® Classic fabric technology is widely used in garment reinforcement. CORDURA® Denim and
NYCO fabrics based on intimate spun blends of INVISTA’s T420 nylon 6,6 fibre and cotton offer comfortable, durable
performance solutions for workwear garments.
For more information about CORDURA® brand fabrics please contact:
INVISTA Textiles (UK) Ltd., Ermin Street, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL 3 4HP, UK. Web: CORDURA.eu@INVISTA.com
Tel: +44 (0)1452 633789. Tim Anson – Marketing & Product Development – EMEA Region +44 (0)1452 633789.
Catherine Anderson Jones – Marketing Manager – EMEA Region Tel: +44 (0)1452 633723

Toledo Fabrics
Toledo is a specialist weft knitter and finisher and second generation family business, established in 1970, in Pinxton,
Nottinghamshire. From their 50,000sqft site they utilise a broad base of weft knitting machinery and quality yarns.
They work with a large range of fibres including, polyester, glass fibre, silver, Protal, Nomex, cotton, X-Static, acrylic,
polypropylene to name but a few.
Being a manufacture based in the heart of England with on site design capabilities they can offer quick turnaround,
small run quantities and development of products specifically and exclusively for their customers.
Toledo Fabrics, Dunsil Road Brookhill Industrial Estate Pinxton Nottinghamshire NG16 6NT

Lenzing FR®
Lenzing FR® protects against heat stress. Produced from wood, a natural raw material, Lenzing FR® offers protection against
heat and flame in a variety of different applications. Around the world Lenzing FR® sets the standard for quality among
cellulose fibers with an incorporated FR agent. Only Lenzing FR® is produced using the Lenzing Modal® process. This ensures
that the very highest fiber tenacities are obtained and makes it possible to insert the FR agent in a permanent manner.
Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft, 4860 Lenzing, Austria, Werkstraße 2
Phone: +43 7672 701 0 Telefax: +43 7672 701 3880 Email: office@lenzing.com

Riopele
Founded in 1927, Riopele is one of the oldest textile companies in Portugal and an international reference in the
creation and production of fabrics for fashion and clothing collections. Incorporating sustainable practices across
the entire business, Riopele invests in the production of high-quality fabrics, based on natural, synthetic, artificial
and recycled fibres, with great expertise in polyester/viscose/elastane blends.
Avenida Riopele 946, 4770-405 Pousada de Saramagos, Portugal Tel: +351 252 990 990 Web: https://www.riopele.pt

Schoeller Textil AG
Schoeller Textil AG is a Swiss-based company that operates internationally. It specializes in the development and
manufacture of functional fabrics and textile technologies for the areas of active sports, fashion and work.
schoeller ®-works is the division of Schoeller, which is focused on the specificrequirements in the area of workwear.
A specialized professional team within the world’s most innovative textile company has developed individual solutions
with added safety, esprit and service.
Schoeller Textil AG, Bahnhofstrasse, 17 9470 Sevelen/ Switzerland Web: www.schoeller-works.com E: info@schoeller-works.com T: +41 81 786 0 800 Fax: +41 81 786 0 810

DuPont
With expertise spanning two centuries, diverse industries and more than 90 countries, our company is uniquely positioned
to help solve some of the world’s biggest challenges. For more than 200 years, DuPont has brought world-class science and
engineering to the global marketplace through innovative products, materials and services. Our market-driven innovation
introduces thousands of new products and patent applications every year, serving markets as diverse as agriculture,
nutrition, electronics and communications, safety and protection, home and construction, transportation and apparel. The
DuPont Oval and DuPont™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
+44 (9) 1438 734 000 www.dupont.co.uk

Protal Ltd
advanced technology

Protal Limited is part of the Waxman group of companies based in the UK. With over 50 years’ experience, Waxman continues
to lead the way in flame retardant fabric technology with the new Protal range of protective clothing fabric solutions from
our quality partner producers. Protal 1, 3 and 5 offer class leading performance in multiple risk environments including flame,
electric arc, flash fire, and metal splash. Protal fabrics can be dyed to any colour including high visibility and are industrially
launderable. All Protal fabrics contain the very latest Protex modacrylic fibre designed specifically for PPE applications.

Protal Ltd, Grove Mills, Elland HX5 9DZ West Yorkshire. Web: www.protal.co.uk E: info@protal.co.uk T: 01422 310600

If you want to reach decision makers who are
looking to produce corporatewear, workwear
and PPE, then make a date in your diary for
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this forthcoming key networking event: The
Professional Clothing Awards return this year,
where you’ll find the industry’s latest innovations
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and designs being celebrated at the 10th year
anniversary. For more information, please contact:
T: +44 (0)1908 411 415 E :info@pciaw.org
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Reducing Lead Times and
Material Utilization with
AccuMark Made-to-Measure
Software

In 1969, Burlington Medical Supplies (Burmed) was
established as a small X-ray apron repair operation. As the
medical industry grew, so too did Burmed. Currently, the
company employs more than 100 people. Over the years,
Burmed’s product offerings have continued to expand and,
today, include protective eyewear and gloves as well as a
full line of medical accessories.

AccuMark MTM pattern design software provides true
automation from pattern modification through advanced rulebased specifications and order creation. It creates patterns
using measurements derived from either high-tech, threedimensional body scanners or traditional tape measures
and creates orders, models and size codes based on unique
customer requirements.

As Burmed grew, the company realized it had to automate its
pattern design process and do so without compromising quality.
Without automation and significant process improvements,
further growth would be challenging.

Prior to implementing AccuMark MTM, the company relied on
one person to process an apron from order through design.
Burmed received an order and one individual would take body
measurements, create the custom pattern pieces and grade the
patterns. Everything was done manually.

“Not until 2003 did the company decide it was time for a
change,” said Betsy Laster, manager for Burmed. “So, we
purchased a single-ply cutter and AccuMark® Made-to-Measure
(MTM) software. We’ve taken off since then and now we are
really rolling.”
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With AccuMark MTM, Burmed successfully transferred years
of pattern design knowledge into a single CAD system that all
members of the technical design team could utilize. As a result,
the entire design process now takes only one day to complete.
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Because AccuMark MTM is customisable,
Burmed is able to configure the system
according to its various design details
and rules. When there’s a change in the
design, the information is incorporated
into AccuMark MTM and automatically
applied to future apron orders. “As we
continue to add design details and
rules, the system gets easier and
easier to use,” noted Laster.
In addition, Burmed installed a single
ply conveyorised cutting system.
The lead-based protective material
used to manufacture aprons costs
approximately $75 per yard, so
material utilisation is critical to the
company’s profitability. Burmed’s
cutter operates 10 hours a day, with
extreme precision and, as a result,
Burmed now realizes nearly 90
percent material utilization, up
from 54 percent.

Case Highlights

Today using AccuMark MTM Burmed creates the custom pattern pieces from individual
body measurements and grades the patterns in an instant.

The Client: Burlington Medical Supplies

Brief about client business: Burmed, located in
Newport News, Virginia, USA, specialises in custom fitting,
lightweight, non-lead and lead aprons that protect healthcare
workers from harmful radiation.
The Challenge: Burmed relied heavily on one person for
almost everything,
from order entry and
taking individual body
measurements, to
designing and grading
patterns. In addition,
the company was
seeking ways to improve
the utilisation of their
expensive, lead-based
materials.
The Solution: In 2003,
Burmed implemented
Gerber’s AccuMark
Made-to-Measure
(MTM) software and
a conveyorised, single-ply cutting table. AccuMark MTM
enabled the company to effectively transfer years of pattern
design knowledge from one individual to a team of technical
designers. Material utilisation also improved significantly
using automated cutting.
The Benefits: Automated pattern generation and cutting
enabled Burmed to reduce lead times from five weeks to two
and improve material utilisation significantly, thereby reducing
material costs.
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Key Benefits
• Burmed successfully transferred years of pattern design
knowledge from one individual to an entire team to
balance workloads.
• With AccuMark Madeto-Measure, Burmed
is able to design and
manufacture customfitted aprons according
to a client’s specific body
shape and size.
• Lead times were
reduced 60 percent, from
five weeks to two weeks.
• Material utilisation now
averages 90 percent, up
from 54 percent.
• Changes made
to pattern designs
are automatically relayed to AccuMark MTM and
incorporated into future orders.
In the words of Betsy Laster, Manager of Production
Technologies for Medical Supplies: “Our experience with Gerber
has been positive since day one. If one person can’t help us, they
will find someone who can. We went with Gerber, because they
simply have a better product.”
For more information, visit: www.gerbersoftware.com
www.gerbertechnology.com
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From First to Last
SATRA is incorporating digital last assessment as part of
a comprehensive fit and comfort technical service for both
footwear brand owners and last manufacturers.
A spokesperson said that by combining digital last assessment
with foot scanning and consumer footwear
purchasing data supported by unique SATRA
technical consultancy we have created
a technical service that can’t be found
anywhere else currently in the footwear
industry. Linked with the already established
strength of the SATRA brand, this new
service promises to be an important leap
forward in global supply chains.
SATRA has developed a set of programmes
that can assess the 3D CAD files of men’s,
women’s and children’s lasts for shape
and dimensional properties against SATRA
guidelines. Safety footwear manufacturers and brands can
now get their lasts assessed by SATRA in hours rather than
weeks using the traditional method which will help speed up
the development process and ensure greater accuracy of fit
properties. Digital last assessment reports will help ensure
that fit and comfort are maximised. In turn, this could help to
increase potential sales and diminish returns.
Using a last with improper proportions will create a poorly
fitted shoe or boot which is likely to increase returns and
affect future sales. The current situation is that last design is
likely to be based overseas leaving retailers and brands with
little control over when the last assessment was carried out
and if the fit correlates with their target markets. Getting
a last assessment right first time will obviously improve fit
and comfort. Digital last assessment can help accuracy and
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consistency and, moreover, shorten the lead time from design
to production. There is no need for bulky physical lasts to be
sent in, and the development process is quicker allowing for
several iterations of last design and refinement.
For manufacturers and brands who want
additional information on how their last
dimensions compare to the intended
target market, SATRA offers individual
companies tailored consultancy. SATRA
has scanned over 25,000 feet from
across the UK, USA, Mexico and China
with smaller studies in Austria and
Italy. With such data, SATRA is uniquely
placed to use the digital last assessment
information and refer this to its foot
dimensions database, to produce a
percentage population coverage value for
specific demographics. Together with this valuable information,
SATRA can provide consultancy advice on altering last
dimensions to maximise fit and comfort for a wider market.
This can have a significant impact on brand loyalty and,
ultimately, lead to increased sales and lower online returns.
SATRA has written a number of articles and produced various
marketing materials to help explain and promote the new
service, including a short video with one of its research
experts.
SATRA will be at the A+A exhibition in Dusseldorf in November.
Visitors who would like to learn more about digital last
assessment or SATRA’s full fit and comfort technical service are
invited to visit Stand D 37 in Hall 11.
For more information, please email
innovation@satra.com
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PCA 2020

The countdown is on.
By the time you read this, there will be only ten months to go until the PCIAW®
Summit and Professional Clothing Awards 2020, sponsored by our partners Milliken
& Company. Such was the success of the 2019 event, we recommend you reserving
your tickets NOW.
We’d also recommend getting your nominations in early as nominations begin from
1st September. Awards range from PPE Innovation of the Year to Business Manager of
the Year, so there is something for everyone.
The PCIAW® Summit and the Awards evening are always a great opportunity for
networking.

What are you waiting for?

Milliken & Company is proud to be the
partner of the 2020 Summit & Awards

+44 (0)1908 411 415
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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Understand the Risks on Site:
Protect Your Staff!
By Peter Dumigan
Peter Dumigan is managing director
of the Hultafors Group UK, owners of
Snickers Workwear, which has recently
launched the ProtekWork range of
Protective Wear. He writes:
The Personal Protective Equipment at
Work Regulations 1992 stipulate that:
“Every employer shall ensure that
suitable personal protective equipment is provided to his
employees who may be exposed to a risk to their health or
safety while at work except where and to the extent that
such risk has been adequately controlled by other means
which are equally or more effective.”

What does this mean for Workwear?
Workwear as a form of PPE generally includes safety glasses,
face shields, hard hats, safety shoes, insulating (rubber) gloves
plus clothing more commonly known as Protective Wear.
As working clothes go, there’s a big difference between
conventional Workwear and specialist Protective Wear. Over
the years, workwear has evolved to make your working day
more comfortable and efficient, with built-in functionality for
tools and fixings, as well as protection against cold, rain and
the effects of warm weather.
Protective Wear, which can have one or more CE (European
Conformity) marks is significantly more specialist and has
been developed to protect the wearer from serious risks such
as heat, flames, mechanical hazards electric arcs, hazardous
chemicals – and even the weather! In effect, it’s a type of
clothing that can mean the difference between life and death
for the wearer.
Protective Wear has to be certified against Regulation (EU)
2016/425, which determines the fundamental safety and
protection requirements with which clothing has to comply.
The product certification process for this regulation includes
the independent testing and accreditation of a product’s
functionality and performance. This is carried out against a predetermined set of standards and technical specifications that
are designed to ensure a user’s safety and security.

more complex is the testing process, which for protective wear,
primarily focuses on garment fabrics.
For instance, Snickers Workwear’s new, ergonomically designed
ProtekWork clothing manufactured for welding and allied
processes is tested to measure the ability of the garment to
protect against ignition from various heat sources, such as open
flames, molten iron splash and contact heat.
The ProtekWork clothing that safeguards against the thermal
hazards of an electric arc is tested and certified to eliminate
second-degree burns in the event of an electric arc flash.

Risk environments and CE
protection categories.
In order to meet the protective requirements of a specific risk
area, protective wear is divided into three categories - the
higher the category number, the higher the level of protection.
Category I covers exposure to minimal risks, and for this
category there are CE standards such as EN 343 (rain
protection) and EN 14058 (cold protection).
Category II includes exposure to medium risks, for instance EN
20471 for high visibility clothing.
Category III covers exposure to serious risks, which include
major hazards such as electric arcs and molten metal splashes
or liquid chemicals.

CE protection categories for
ProtekWork Protective Wear
EN 14404 - Knee protection.
This standard stipulates the size, force distribution, penetration
resistance and user testing of kneepads. “We use Type 2
knee protectors for our products” says Peter Dumigan. “The
knee protection is integrated with the trousers, which means
that wherever you
go, your knees are
always protected. The
knee protectors and
the trousers are cocertified, ensuring safe
and secure protection”.
EN 342 - Protective
clothing against cold.
EN 342 specifies
the requirements
and performance of
clothing designed
to protect against
cooling of the body

It’s a complex process that requires a considerable investment
in time, resources and money on the part of the product
developer who, on successful completion, is required to affix
the CE mark to the product as a visible indication of conformity
with the fundamental accreditation requirements.
The types of testing vary from one certification to another.
For protective wear, the higher the protection category, the
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EN 343 - Protective
clothing against rain.
Rain doesn’t only make
you wet, but also
cold, hampering your
work performance. EN 343 specifies the performance and
requirements of clothing protecting against rain and vapour.
The standard defines the water penetration resistance of the
garment’s fabric and seams and water vapour resistance.
EN ISO 20471 - High visibility clothing.
EN ISO 20471 specifies requirements for clothing capable of
signaling the user’s presence visually. Performance requirements
are included for color and retro reflection as well as for
minimum areas and for the disposition of fluorescent and
reflective materials.
EN ISO 11611 - Protective clothing for use in welding and
allied processes.
EN 11611 specifies material performance and design
requirements for clothing developed to protect against heat
and flame and welding - both lower levels of spatter (splashes
of molten metal) and radiant heat, also more hazardous welding
techniques and situations, which produce higher levels of
spatter and radiant heat.
EN 13034 - Protective clothing against liquid chemicals.
EN 13034 targets situations in which the wearer relatively easily
can step out from the risk environment and quickly remove the
garment. Typical professions include truck drivers who drive
gasoline transports and service technicians who occasionally
handles lubricants, acids etc. For tougher environments with
higher risks, higher protection garments are required.
EN ISO 11612 - Protective clothing against heat and flame.
EN 11612 specifies performance for clothing designed to protect
from heat and/or flame (not including protection for firefighters
and welders). The standard indicates protection against ignition
from various heat sources – flames, molten splashes and
contact heat for instance. To ensure full protection, the head,
neck, hands and feet must be covered with other approved
protective clothing.
EN ISO 14116 - Protective clothing against
flame.
EN 14116 specifies the performance of
protective clothing for workers exposed to
occasional brief contact with open flames
with no other thermal risks.
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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EN 1149-5 - Protective clothing electrostatic properties.
EN 1149-5 specifies material performance and design
requirements for protective clothing with electrostatic
properties. These protective clothes are designed to avoid the
risk of incendiary discharge (the formation of sparks), when for
example an elbow or a knee is brushed against a wall or similar
surface/object.
IEC 61482-2 - Protective clothing against the thermal
hazards of an electric arc.
IEC 61482-2 specifies requirements for clothing protecting
against the thermal hazards of an electric arc. These clothes
belong to the Risk III category, which defines garments used in
high-risk environments, and are certified to eliminate seconddegree burns in the event of an electric arc flash (flashover).
EN 388 - Protective gloves against mechanical risks.
This standard applies to all kinds of protective gloves in respect
of physical and mechanical aggressions caused by abrasion,
blade cut, tear, puncture and, if applicable, impact.
EN407 - Protective gloves against thermal risks.
This standard specifies thermal performance for protective
gloves against heat and/or fire.
EN 511 - Protective gloves against cold.
This standard applies to any gloves to protect the hands
against convective and contact cold down to –50 °C.

Avoid injury: work safely, ensure your
whole outfit offers proper protection
“Working
in high-risk
environments
involves, as the
name implies,
high-risk levels”,
says Peter
Dumigan. “So
it’s vital that
you – the buyer - carry out a proper risk assessment from which
you’ll be able to choose the right protective wear to ensure the
safety and well-being of your employees on site”.
“To be able to properly identify what protection you need,
you have to know what risks you, your employees or your
workmates face. Importantly, each working situation will have
its own required minimum protection depending on the risk
situation”.
“Never assume that a Category I garment will protect against
the more serious hazards and risks defined in Category III. It
wont and you’ll be putting your employees at serious risk if you
think it will”.
“That means understanding the hazards and risks of a specific
working environment or knowing the risk level before starting
work and therefore providing appropriate clothing and PPE
accessories”.

www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

/SnickersWorkwearUK

01484 85 44 88

@SnickersWw_UK

info@snickersworkwear.co.uk

/company/hultafors-group
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in cold environments.
Wearing several layers is
a great way of increasing
insulation and enhancing
protection against the
cold. A layered outfit also
makes it easy to adjust
to rapid temperature
changes. Remember
that sweating should
be avoided during
continuous cold exposure,
since moisture absorption
will progressively reduce
insulation.

Here’s to the Strong Women of
the Professional Clothing Industry
PCIAW®VOICE would like to offer huge congratulations to
Sabina Tayub, Cyndi Rhoades and Natalie Wilson who picked
up the awards for Best Newcomer Individual and Outstanding
Contribution to the Textile Industry respectively, while Natalie
collected the awards for Best Newcomer (Company) and the
Sustainability Award.
All of these awards are prestigious in their own right and, while not
being specifically for women, they recognise the hard work that
women have, and continue to put into, this industry. They celebrate
all the ladies who are making their mark and pushing ahead
within this industry. It’s encouraging to see women applying and
nominating themselves and others and thrilling to see women take
such prestigious prizes.
You only had to look around the audience to see the number of
women present and realize their huge contribution to what has
been traditionally seen as a “man’s industry”.
This was particularly pertinent in Sabina’s case. As a Graduate
Civil Engineer, she joined Balfour Beatty in 2016 and immediately
realized she was going to have problems with her uniform. Having
been designed for a man, it took no account of size or fit for a
woman. “My trousers, in particular, were of concern,” said Sabina.
“It fit me well from the waist but was tight from the thighs which
restricted my movement when walking.”
As a site engineer, Sabina carried a survey book, tape measure,
markers and assorted other things in her pockets and she simply
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didn’t have enough room for all the implements she needed to carry.
“After a year,” Sabina said, “I raised an observation and spoke to my
line manager about ill-fitting PPE trousers. I did not get any response
as it was seen to be ‘fine.’”
It was another year of networking before she came across Yvette
Ashby, publisher of PCIAW®VOICE who, fortunately for Sabina, was
an expert in this field. With Yvette’s help, Sabina set off on her own
crusade to ensure that women were equipped with PPE that fitted
them and not just the cast-offs of a male colleague.
With the right support, Sabina set in motion her ‘contribution’ idea of
recycling PPE.
“After my constant efforts of bringing changes into the business in
regard to PPE,” Sabina told us. “I finally felt like I made a difference.”
It is Sabina’s courage in the face of what sometimes became
outright intimidation, that contributed to her winning this award.
More than 120 women a year die on site because of inadequately
fitting PPE and it is due to the efforts of women like Sabina that this
number is not higher.
Cyndi Rhoades was also honoured at the Professional Clothing
Awards, with the award for Outstanding Contribution to the Textile
Industry. Unfortunately, Cyndi could not attend on the night but that
does not diminish her efforts..
Cyndi founded Worn Again Technologies back in 2005 with a
determination to make a difference and to make a business out of
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the challenge of textile waste. She is a recognised leader for polymer
recycling technology.
Cyndi is also a regular speaker on circularity and innovation and is an
award-winning entrepreneur and an early pioneer of the sustainable
fashion movement.
The biggest winner of the night among the ladies was Natalie Wilson
who picked up awards for Best Newcomer Company, in this case
Shield360 and also the much-coveted Sustainability Award.
This was perfect reward for Natalie’s pioneering work in this area (I’m
drinking from a Shield360 bottle as I write this, a bottle made from recycled materials) and it was easy to see how much the awards meant
to her. To win any award is a wonderful experience but to win one for
something you feel so passionate about is doubly rewarding.
So, we had women representing both ends of the scale when it came
to length of service in the Professional Clothing industry. Sabina, new
to the industry, demanding changes with her passion and enthusiasm
while Cyndi and Natalie are still making pioneering differences not just
to our industry but also to the world around them.
It was also great to see Karen Sparrow from Virgin Galactic feature,
presenting the award for Business Manager of the Year and Stefania
Liberti from YKK present the PCA VISION awards.
Other ladies prominent on the night were Vicki Harriman from
Clubclass, part of the industry for twenty years.
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I must just add at this point, a huge thankyou to Douglas Bailey
and Clubclass. Also present was Louise Johnson, Uniform
Manager for RBS and winner of the Woman of the Year award last
year.
At this point it seems fitting to mention our own Yvette Ashby,
CEO and Founder of PCIAW® and the Professional Clothing
Awards whose tenacity and commitment to the industry has
been unmatched for almost twenty-five years now. It is curiously
fitting that Yvette should have played such a large part in helping
Sabina Tayub with her own mission to ensure that women have
correctly fitting PPE. The two of them together are a formidable
combination.
We also managed to grab a word with Samantha Heilling.
Samantha’s work with uniforms for the public sector is something
of a landmark within the industry and her exhaustive knowledge
of design is enviable.
Also picking up an award during the evening was Portuguese
company Axfilia (a highly commended in the Best Newcomer
Company category) and that particular honour was collected by
their CEO, Maria José Machado.
Our toastmaster on the night, Reuben Lynch, asked us to raise a
glass to the ladies and that is what we’re doing now. To Sabina,
Natalie, Cyndi and all the marvellous women in our industry.
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Services
Winners of PCA VISION

Shattering
Glass Ceilings

It was a real pleasure to be part of the PCIAW® Summit
and Awards this year, and whilst we would never take away
the fantastic achievements of our male colleagues in the
industry, we should be proud of the increased presence of
female panellists and winners this year.
The PCIAW® speakers represented the best of our industry
when we come together to improve standards, garment quality,
ethical sourcing and innovation. Women were well represented
in the list of speakers, and they offered new perspectives
including tips for tender writing; a world first in Spaceline
Apparel design; innovative sizing technology and creating a
truly cyclical recycling process to create new fabrics from old.

Karen Sparrow, Virgin Galactic Spaceline Apparel Manager
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It feels like women are breaking through the ‘glass ceiling’ of
the industry, particularly for the innovative and sustainability
focussed categories which was certainly reflected in some of
the award wins this year.
The PCA Vision Award and PCA Vision YKK Award both went
to female students, Megan Patton (Manchester Metropolitan
University) and Ellie MacKinnon (Bedford College). Best
Managed Contract (Major) went to Jermyn Street Design whose
MD Lucy Smith is supported by a plethora of talented women,
and Best Design - Corporate Clothing was awarded to Debbie
Johnson in association with Abellio.
Best Newcomer - Individual was awarded to Sabina Tayub
(Balfour Beatty) for her work to improve women’s PPE within
her industry, whilst Best Newcomer - Company and Sustainable
Business Awards both went
to female owned Shield360
for their (our!) approach
to quality, innovation and
sustainability.
Karen Sparrow, Virgin
Galactic Spaceline Apparel
Manager, presented the
Business Manager of the
Year Award which she won
at the first ever Professional
Clothing Awards 10 years
earlier. Karen’s PCIAW®
Summit presentation on the
technology and challenges
in developing the first ever
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“For me the fact
that women
dominated the
innovation and
sustainability
awards and panel
discussions, is a
really exciting sign
of things to come.”
w w w.pciaw.org

Services

Natalie Wilson congratulated by
PCIAW® Chair John Miln

space suits for the first
ever space passengers
(‘astronauts’), was eagerly
anticipated and did not
disappoint - it proved what a
truly innovative industry we
work in, and gave a glimpse
into what uniform designs
of the future might entail!

Sabina Tayub wins Best Newcomer,
presented by TV’s Anton Du Beke

“Women were well
represented in the
list of speakers,
and they offered
new perspectives.”

Cyndi Rhoades was the worthy winner of Outstanding
Contribution to the Textile Industry through her company
Worn Again and their ground breaking work to create a
truly cyclical process for recycling and re-using materials. In
this incredible process, fabrics are broken down to PET resin
(polyesters) and cellulosic pulp (cotton) before being spun into
fibres and knitted / woven back into fabrics which can be dyed,
treated and handled exactly as per virgin materials.
Cyndi’s presentation during the PCIAW® Summit was one of my
personal favourites – learning about the process and how the
ultimate aim is for this to have no price premium compared to
buying virgin fabrics, was refreshing and incredibly inspiring. We
were agreed that to move forward in this area, as an industry,
we need to stop looking purely at price when considering
sustainable alternatives. This approach is forming a barrier to
change and the cost to the environment of not changing is
rarely considered. However as more
www.shield360.co.uk
and more of us switch to increasingly
sustainable materials and processes,
+44 (0) 1172 441910
customer awareness and volume will
info@shield360.co.uk
close the gap on costs.
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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Cyndi Rhoades speaking at the PCIAW® Summit

Celebrating the major
achievements of our industry is
always fantastic to experience
(and yes, as a double award winner
of course I’m going to endorse it!),
but for me the fact that women
dominated the innovation and
sustainability awards and panel
discussions, is a really exciting sign
of things to come.
Importantly, it’s evidence of the
benefit of diversity within our
industry – whether it’s diversity of
ideas, ethnicity or gender, it’s all
future-proofing and guiding the
shape of our industry, and why
wouldn’t we want to celebrate
that?!
By Natalie
Wilson,
Managing
Director at
Shield360

The PCIAW®
will never stop
championing the
voices of women
in the professional
clothing industry.
Our promise is to
offer members of
our association
representation,
education and
innovation to
businesses across
the board. To find
out more about the
benefits of PCIAW®
membership,
please contact
sophie@pciaw.org

/shield360NWLtd
/company/shield360nw-ltd
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Members of the PCIAW ®
A selection of members organised by category

Accessories

Clothing

Equipment

Cintas

Anivec

Cintas

Cintas leads the industry in

The representatives of the
Portuguese apparel and
clothing industry in many
national institutions.

Cintas Corporation provides
products and services to
over 1 million customers from
independent auto repair
shops to large hotel chains.
Web: cintas.com
Phone: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

providing entrance and logo
mats, restroom supplies,
promotional products, first
aid, safety, fire protection
products and services, and

Web: anivec.com
Phone: (+35) 1226 165 470

industrial carpet and tile
cleaning.

Snickers Workwear

Web: cintas.com
Phone: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

For over 40 years, Snickers
Workwear has led the
market in the design and
manufacture of a wide range
of easy-care garments and
accessories for craftsmen
and women.

PDC BIG
We provide our customers
with innovative ID products
that identify and help to
protect the safety of their
people.
PDC BIG, part of the
Brady Corporation, is a
global leader in people
identification.
We offer you the widest
range of people identification
products available on the
market:
Web: pdc-big.co.uk
Phone: +44 208 614 8958

Snickers
Workwear
For over 40 years,
Snickers Workwear has
led the market in the
design and manufacture
of a wide range of
easy-care garments and
accessories for craftsmen
and women.
Web:
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0)1484 85 44 88
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Web:
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0)1484 85 44 88

Incorporatewear
Makers of uniforms that
encapsulate the brand and
empower the wearers.
Web: incorporatewear.co.uk
Phone: 07919 166 917

Hunter
One of the longest
established and most
experienced uniform and PPE
providers.
Web:
hunterapparelsolutions.com
Phone: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Polymark
Innovative heat transfers,
emblems and tapes, offering
a comprehensive range of
branding and identification
solutions.
Web: polymark.co.uk
Phone: 07973158828
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W. L. Gore &
Associates Inc
Gore opened its first European
presence in London in 1964,
selling electronics products.
Web: gore-tex.co.uk
Phone: 07867 906 287

Shield360NW Ltd
Shield360 is a high quality provider
of work wear and PPE solutions,
working with a wide range of
clients across a variety industries.
Web: shield360.co.uk
Phone: 07551 979 891

Services

Fabrics
W. L. Gore &
Associates Inc
Gore has created numerous
products and fibre
technologies for diverse
industries.
Web: gore-tex.co.uk
Phone: 07867 906 287

Milliken and
Company
Meeting the highperformance and comfort
expectations of today’s
consumer in a wide range of
markets.
Web: milliken.com
Phone: 6149373318

Hunter
One of the longest
established and most

Cintas
Cintas corporation provides highly
specialised products and services
to over a million customers.
Web: cintas.com
Phone: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

Sizer
A young start-up company which
has developed game-changing
technology that obtains accurate
body measurements of its users.
Web: sizer.me
Phone: (+97) 2544 232 478

experienced uniform and
PPE providers.
Web:
hunterapparelsolutions.com
Phone: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Carrington Textiles
Ltd
Carrington is the largest

producer of workwear
fabrics in the UK, producing
over 50 million metres

Tag Search & Select Ltd
UK and internationally recognised
head hunters that operate within
niche areas of industry.
Web: tagsearchandselect.com
Phone: 01274 614 103
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of fabric annually, and
exporting to more than 75
countries worldwide.
Web: carrington.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0)7712 873 739

w w w.pciaw.org

Your brand has to be trusted.
It is the biggest strategic
weapon you have to grow
your business. Your brand
represents a unique
set of values that
your people need
to embody. That
understanding is
at the heart of any
solution we create at
Incorporatewear.
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The pressure is on to reduce
our carbon footprint globally
and the textile industry is
quite rightly under the
spotlight to deliver
benefits to our planet
or to at least minimise
harm.
Buying cheap to then
buy twice is not the
solution. Our customers
increasingly look at not
just the cost but also the
lifespans of garments.
Many of our uniform
ranges are now designed
with the end in mind – a
closed loop solution that
recognises at the start of
the design process how
the garment will ultimately
be disposed of.
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As design led thinkers, we
close the gap between
fashion and corporate
wear. Working closely with
customers and looking into
fashion trends we bring
together design concepts
that enhance the brand and
empower the wearer.
Through innovation in fabrics
we create desirable uniforms
with the wearer in mind. This means
developing and using fabrics that perform
in today’s demanding roles across many
industry sectors. When this innovation
is applied to quality styles and fits,
the wearer feels
happy, comfortable
and confident in
performing their
role.
This innovation is
a critical factor in
today’s demand
for sustainable
solutions in
corporatewear.

There are many elements
that make a brand,
uniform is just one of
these, but a vital
one. By creating
the right design,
choosing the right
fabrics and making
the right wardrobe
selections,
wearers of
Incorporatewear’s
clothing can be
empowered whilst
reinforcing their
companies’
brand.

www.incorporatewear.co.uk

@Incorporatewear

+44 (0) 1675 432 200

/incorporatewear-ltdp

enquiries@icwuk.com
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Uniform is much more
than just a piece of
clothing
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ADVANCED
MATERIALS

Cobmex Apparel UK
Brickfield House
High Road, Epping, Essex CM16 6TH
T: +44 (0) 800.852.7286
www.cobmex.com

For sales inquiries contact
sales@cobmex.com
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Adam Mansell on the
Problems of Brexit
With Boris Johnson taking over as Prime Minister of the UK
and swearing to take the country out of the European Union,
confusion about Brexit seems to be even more prevalent.
UKFT represents about 2,500 companies in the fashion
and textile supply chain covering everyone from traditional
spinners and weavers, through to technical textile
suppliers, small fashion brands and large multinational
retailers.
Since the EU referendum, UKFT has been actively and regularly
engaging with the Government on the potential impacts of
Brexit on the sector. On behalf of the industry, the association
has met the Prime Minster, with Ministers from the Department
for Exiting the EU, Ministers from
the Department for International
Trade, the Department for Culture
Media and Sport as well as
Ministers from the Treasury and
the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy.
UKFT has appeared as a witness
to two House of Commons
Select committee’s looking at
the impact of Brexit, met the
EU’s representative to the UK,
we’ve held roundtable discussions
between industry and ministers
and we have been involved in
many meetings with a very wide
range of civil servants.

Adam Mansell (CEO of UKFT) has presented
to our audience at the PCIAW® Summit on
this very subject. Here is what he had to say:

crossing the border. They do this by allowing you to defer giving
a full declaration and defer paying any duty.
An area of interest for many professional clothing suppliers will
be public procurement in the event of a No Deal Brexit
Here I’m glad to say there will be little change. The government
has already passed a Statutory Instrument to amend the
procurement regulations to ensure they remain operable
and functional on exit. The key difference is that suppliers
wishing to access UK contract opportunities from the public
sector will need to use a new UK
e-notification service instead of the
Tenders Electronic Daily (TED).
If your products carry a CE mark
you would be able to carry on
using the mark after we leave
but if you sell to the EU and the
registration was made via a UK
certification body you would have
to reapply to an EU based body.
You should also be prepared to
reapply for a UK equivalent of CE
mark
In the event of a no deal BSI will
continue to be valid. BSI and the
European Standards body CEN
have agreed that BSI will remain
a member of CEN irrespective of
if we leave without a deal. This
means the UK will still be involved
in developing new European
standards. The UK will also adopt
any existing European harmonised
standards as UK designated
standards.

The EU is by far the largest
destination for UK clothing and
textile exports. In 2018 74% of all
our clothing and textile products
went to the EU and the EU is also
a significant supplier to the UK,
accounting for 46% of our textile
imports and 28% of our clothing
imports.
The landscape and political environment is changing daily but
there are two actions that all companies should be undertaking
now to limit the disruption to trade.
Firstly, make sure you have registered for an EORI - an Economic
Operation Registration Identification number. Without one you
won’t be able to move anything in to or out of the EU.
Secondly, register to use the Transitional Simplified Procedures
– these simplified procedures reduce the amount of information
you need to give in an import declaration when the goods are
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Many existing CEN standards directly support the regulatory
requirements for product safety and environmental protection.
In a no deal scenario a new UK Mark will be needed and this
would be underpinned by the same British Standards as
current legislation.
If any of you rely on UKAS accredited labs to have your
product tested UKAS will remain a member of the European
Accreditation agreement for 2 years with the aim of amending
the agreement to allow permanent continued UKAS
membership.
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PULSAR - Making Equality
Mandatory
men do when carrying out the
same job and processes.

PULSAR® design and deliver
an extensive collection of
high-performance apparel
that not only abides by the
rule of equivalent standards
but goes above and beyond.
One of PCIAW®’s editors spoke
exclusively with PULSAR®’s
Managing Director, Stuart Jukes,
to find out more from him on the disparity between men and
women’s design in workwear.
How does gender affect the design process?
The gender affects the design quite a lot, not just the way
round the garment fastens but you also have to be considerate
of the different body shapes and positioning of stitching and
panelling to ensure areas of the garment aren’t restricted, as
well as certain areas of the garment require more panelling and
stitching ensuring they offer extra support in the areas needed.
We also must consider, when designing the garment for a female
fit, the positioning of underwear, so when worn, there are no
visible underwear lines. This is particularly difficult with some of
our lighter-weight, next to skin garments, such as polo shirts in
hi-vis yellow, as it’s very hard to hide darker coloured underwear.
The other problem we face in designing women’s high visibility
protective clothing is that the current European standards only
allow for a garment to meet a level of classification when it
has a certain amount of fluorescent background material and
reflective tape. For us to manufacture garments in sizes suitable
for smaller women, the current standard inhibits the level of
performance that can be achieved. For example, for us to
manufacture a women’s size 8 or size 10 polo shirt in a size that
will actually fit, we are not able to achieve class three in the EN
ISO:20471 standard. This ultimately means that anyone wearing
a smaller size garment would not be able to carry out the same
job function as another person wearing a larger garment if class
3 protection was required.
Can you give me specific examples of how PULSAR® is
tackling the disparity between men and women’s hi-vis/
workwear?
For the past few years now we have been expanding our
product offering for women, utilising exactly the same raw
materials, fabrics and accessories in our
www.pulsaruk.com
women’s clothing range as we do in our
men’s. There is no reason why women
01527 962012
should have a heavier, less comfortable
sales@pulsaruk.com
or lesser performance garment than
w w w.p ciaw.org		
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Considering that only one in
three women in the UK are
wearing correct-fitting PPE as
of 2017, why do you think this
issue is still ongoing?
Personally I’m quite shocked
that this figure that is so low.
I understand that a number of manufacturers have been quite
slow on the uptake in development of ladies fit PPE and clothing,
but there is now a huge push from a number of large brand
manufacturers to continually design, develop and deliver as
many products for women as are available for men. I do talk to a
lot of women throughout the industry in different organisations
and it’s quite surprising to hear that they are unaware a women’s
fit product would be available to them and instead advised they
will have to wear an extra small men’s garment. It’s great for us
manufacturers to develop women’s PPE and protective clothing,
but it’s of no use if no one knows that it’s available to them in
the first place. This just comes down to an education process
throughout the industry and articles like this one can surely only
help.
How do you plan to continue addressing inequality in PPE in
PULSAR®’s future?
We have a development program in place to continue to expand
our women’s clothing offering. A new women’s high visibility
softshell will be available early 2020 as well as a new improved
fit combat trouser. Another collection we are looking to develop
is a range of hi-vis orange electric ARC protective clothing to
mirror the men’s range already available, I estimate this to be
available in 2020 with the certification process is already in
hand.
PULSAR®’s Ladies Hi-Visibility Collection has been designed
to be ‘stylish, professional and hard wearing’. Fully compliant
to the latest EN ISO standards, PULSAR®’s Ladies Collection
includes polo shirts, combat trousers and a waterproof and
breathable interactive coat. All of them are available in hi-vis
yellow and orange and they cover a size range from 8 to 26.
PULSAR®’s range entirely eradicates the idea that creating
functional, safe and above all, professional, PPE for women is
too difficult.
/PULSARHIVIS
@PULSAR_UK
/PULSAR
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Sustainability News

Follow the Circle to
Sustainability
Imagine this: By 2050, the world’s population will touch 9.7
billion and the per capita resource need will be up by 71
percent.
The increasing demand for resources such as materials, energy,
water and land will impact adversely the availability of these

The world will not be destroyed by those

Most electronic devices use up to 80 percent of their lifecycle
energy at the time of being manufactured. Thanks to fastchanging technology, five years and out is now 12 months and
out!

who do evil, but by those who watch them
without doing anything.
– Albert Einstein
resources, with implications on production systems, economic
growth, environmental sustainability and ultimately, human
well-being.
Hence it is that, from a linear-economy model, where natural
resources are used to make products and, after their life cycle,
get discarded, we are now looking at an unfolding ‘Circular
Economy’.
In a circular economy, the focus is on reusing and regenerating
resources as much and as long as possible so as to make the
resources sustainable. Be it harmful plastics, electronic waste
from computers and mobile phones or, lately, solar PV modules,
recycling is the way to go.
Government entities and corporates that BusinessLine sounded
out explained why and how a circular economy is gaining
momentum.
Joyita Ghose, an Associate Fellow at the Centre for Resource
Efficiency and Governance at The Energy and Resources
Institute (TERI), says that the demand for materials is expected
to more than double between 2015 and 2050, from 85 billion
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tonnes to 186 billion tonnes, according to the International
Resource Panel. Since “one industry’s scrap may be another
industry’s raw material, governments at the national and
State level can enable an easier exchange of materials
among industries. They can develop policies that incentivise
industries opting for circular business models,” says Ghosh.

In such cases, encouraging new software that works on older
hardware…. pushing innovation in resource recycling will make
the circular economy a true infinite economy! he says.

We are the first generation to feel the
sting of climate change, and we are the
last generation that can do something
about it.
– Jay Inslee
TERI’s Ghosh feels businesses, governments, civil society
organisations and individuals can all play a role in the
transition to a circular economy by improving access to
finance, providing tax incentives, and developing procurement
policies that include resource-efficiency criteria.
If we need any more convincing about going the circular
economy way, here is what Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog,
highlighted recently — the circular economy is seen to have
the potential to generate 1.4 crore jobs over the next 5-7
years and lakhs of new entrepreneurs.
For more information visit: www.thehindubusinessline.com
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PRODUCT VOICE
Be seen in the Product
Voice classifieds in every
issue of the magazine.

Corprotex Apparel
Ltd.

Tel: +44 (0) 1908 411 415

2A Midland Street, Ardwick
Manchester
M12 6LB
Tel: 0161 223 2226
Web: www.corprotex.com

Email: info@pciaw.org

Jermyn
Street
Design

Name
Badges
Int’l (UK)

34 Galena Road,
Hammersmith
London
W6 0LT
Tel: 020 8563 5000
Web: www.jsd.co.uk

Insignia House, Vale Road,
Spilsby, Lincolnshire, England
PE23 5HE
Tel: 01790 755 855
Fax: 01790 755 856

CORDURA®

Rodo
Lumb Lane, Droylsden

Ermin Street, Brockworth
Gloucester
GL3 4HP

Greater Manchester

Tel: +44 (0)1452 633723
Web: www.cordura.com

www.blackrockworkwear.co.uk

Magnum Footwear
Aviation Way
Southend-on-sea, Essex
SS2 6GH
Tel: 01702 541741
Web: www.magnumboots.com

Cobmex

M43 7BU
Tel: +44 (0) 161 371 6400

Badgemaster Ltd.
Hazelford Way Industrial Park
Newstead, Nottingham
Nottinghamshire,
NG15 0DQ
Tel: 01623 723112
Web: www.badgemaster.co.uk

Innovative People ID Solutions

YKK Ltd

Brickfield House
High Road, Thornwood

Carrington
Textiles Ltd.

Epping, Essex
CM16 6TH
Tel: +44 (0) 800 852 7286
Email: enquiry@cobmex.com
Web: www.cobmex.co.uk

Cooneen
23 Cooneen Road
Fivemiletown, County Tyrone,
Northern Ireland,
BT75 0NE
Tel: 028 8952 1401
Web: www.cooneengroup.com

Market Street, Adlington
Chorley, Lancashire PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850
Web: www.carrington.co.uk.

Snickers Workwear
Unit N3 Gate 4
Meltham Mills Ind Estate
Homfirth, HD9 4DS
Tel: 01484 854788
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

Head Office
& Manufacturing Centre
Whitehouse Industrial Estate
Runcorn, Cheshire, WA7 3BW
Tel: 0207 448 1333
Web: www.ykkeurope.com

Williamson-Dickie
Europe Ltd.
Second Avenue
Westfield Trading Est.
Midsomer Norton, Radstock
BA3 4BH
Tel: 01761 419419
www.dickiesworkwear.com

PDC BIG
5 Hampton Hill Business Park
High Street, Hampton Hill
TW12 1NP
Tel: 0203 056 8937
Email: mcannata@pdcorp.com
Web: www.pdc-big.co.uk

Clubclass
Corporate Clothing
A1 Larsen Road
Goole, East Yorkshire
DN14 6XF
Tel: 01405 782780

SERVICESVOICE
ecmanage bv
ecmanage is the system for the complete ordering process of company clothing, personal
protective equipment (PPE) and other personal equipment. The company was founded by Ron
Wessels and Evert van Es in 2006.
Ecmanage bv, Amperelaan 4, 2289 CD Rijswijk, Netherlands
www.ecmanage.co.uk t: +31(0) 70 415 71 20 E: info@ecmanage.co.uk
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,
Buyers
Guide
The first complete
104-page buyers’
guide, detailing every
aspect of the tender
process

UNIFORM
AND PPE
MANAGEMENT
Iconic
design by
Vivienne
SPECIAL
OFFER:
Westwood
The first for
25Virgin
buyers
Atlantic

to upload their
tender to pciaw.org
will receive a
FREE copy

By Charles
Conway
Senior Associate, CCAS

Front cover by
Clubclass

Foreword by
Foreword by Yvette Ashby
Yvette Ashby

